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FEDDES, KOWALIK and ZARADNY (1978) developed the program SWATR 
that calculates the actual use of water by a field erop. In SWATR as 
bottorn boundary conditions the groundwater level is specified, i.e. 
the level where the soil water pressure head is zero. WESSELING and 
FEDDES (1979) introducedat the bottorn of the system a second boundary 
condition, i.e. a soil water pressure head that may be constant or vary 
with time. In the present program, SWATRE(-xtended) the following types 
of conditions at the bottorn of the system can be used (Fig. 1): 
- groundwater level; 
-flux from the saturated zone (prescribed); the groundwater level is 
computed; 
- flux from the saturated zone (calculated as the s~m of the flux to-
wards ditches and the flux of deep percolation); the groundwater 
level is computed; 
- flux from the saturated zone (calculated with a flux - groundwater 
level relationship); the groundwater level is computed; 
- pressure head of bottorn compartment; 
- zero flux at the bottorn (of an unsaturated soil profile); i. e, when 
an impermeable layer is present; 
- free drainage at the bottorn (unit hydraulic gradient; unsaturated 
soil profile). 
As compared with the previous programs, the following modifications 
have been made: 
- application of a different numerical scheme; 
- extension to ~ive soil layers that may have different properties; 
- addition of another root water extraction pattern (that accounts for 
preferential extraction from the upper to lower layers of the root 
zone). 
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II.I. Basic s of water f 1 o w in s o i 1- root 
s y s t e m 
One-dimensional water flow in soil can be described by Darcy's 
law as: 




soil water flux (cm3.cm-2.d-l) 
-I hydraulic conductivity (cm.d ) 
H ~ hydraulic head (cm) 
z ~ vertical coordinate (cm), with origin at the soil surface 
and directed positive upwards 
(I) 
'J.'he hydraulic head, H, is the sum of soil water pressure head, h, 
and gravitational head, z, thus: 
H = h + z 
'J.'he continuity equation reads as: 
êq 
--- s êz 
where e 3 -3 volumetrie water content (cm .cm ) 
t = time (d) 
(2) 
(3) 
s volume of water 
of soil in unit 
taken up by the roots per unit bulk volume 
3 -3 -1 time (cm . cm .d ) 
Combination of (1), (2) and (3) and introduetion of the differential 
moisture capacity C = d8/dh, one arrives at the basic flow. equation: 
1 a [ ah l s (h) 
C(h) 1JZ _K(h) (az + I )j - C (h) (4) 
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11.2. S i n k t e r m 
FEDDES et al. (1978) defined the sink term S 










and where a(h) = prescribed tunetion of soil water pressure head (Fig. 2) 
T* potential transpiration rate (cm.d-l) 




Fig. 2. General shape of the dimensionless sink term variable, a, as a 
function of the soil water pressure head, h (after FEDDES et 
al., 1978) 
The value of h3 in Fig. 2 varies with the evaporative demand of 
the atmosphere. Under conditions of high evaporative demand, a drop in 
root water uptake generally occurs at higher h-values than under condi-
tions of low demand. 
Eqs (5) and (6) can be combined to: 
T* S(h) = a(h) L (7) 
r 
Eq. (7) implies that the prescribed potential transpiration demand 
over the various layers of the root zone is equally distributed, and 
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In the present program an option is included that describes the 
sink according to HOOGLAND, BELMANS and FEDDES (1980) as: 
S(h,z) = a(h) S (z) 
ma x 
In eq. (8), the h3-value of the a(h) function is taken to be 
constant (i.e. not varying with potential transpiration rate). 
For eq. (8) the condition holds that 




Eq. (9) implies that water extraction may occur to a oertain depth 
Jzi ~ jLrl· This formulation offers the advantage that the water ex-
traction pattern is from top to bottom. Also it allows that water is 
extracted preferentially from wet layers. One may expect that the 
maximum sink, S , decreases with soil depth z (Fig. 3). Here we 
ma x 




where a and b are constants in principle to be determined from measured 
-I 
root water uptake data. As a first guess we assume 0.01 ~a~ 0.03 d , 
with a mean value of a~ 0.02 often found in literature. For the mo-
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The formulation of eq, (10) implies that S is decreasing with 
ma x 
soil depth because of effects of aeration, soil temperature, root~ng 
intensity and xylem resistances, In fact eq. (10) is a crude approxi-
mation to account for these effects, 
II.3. B o u n d a r y c o n d i t i o n s a t t h e s o i 1 
surface 
A number of ways in which the maximum possible transpiration rate 
T*, and soil evaporation flux, E *, can he determined from the maximum 
s 
possible evapotranspiration flux ET* are described in detail by FEDDES 
et al. (1978). In the program SWATRE three alternatives to calculate 
potential evapotranspiration, ET*, are given. 









-2 -1 (kg. m • s ) 
empirical factor (a= 1.35: 0.10) 
slope of the saturation pressure curve 
-I psychrometric constant (mbar.K ) 
net radiation (W.m- 2) 
-I (mbar.K ) 
-I latent heat of vaporization of water (J.kg ) 
( 12a) 
The second approach is based on the Penman open water evaporation, 
E
0
, (see DE BRUIN and LABLANS, 1980) and a erop coefficient, f, as: 






Ö R /L + y E 
n a 
Ö+y 
-I (mm, d ) 
E = 0.26(0.54u + O.S)(e - ed) 
a a 
-I (mm. d ) 




saturated vapour pressure (mbar) 
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and with R being calculated as: 
n 
Rn = (1-0.06)Rs- a T~(0.47-0.067/ed)(1-0.8 m) 
where R = shortwave radiation flux (W.m- 2) 
s -8 -2 -4 
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant (a = 5.67.10 W.m .K ) 
T = air temperature at 2 m height (K) 
a 
m = degree of cloudiness (fraction) 
For f-factors for a number of various crops in different stages 
of growth, one is referred for example to Table 18 of DOORENBOS et al. 
(1979). 








where r -1 erop resistance (s.m ), taken to be constant 
s 
E* = evapotranspiration of a wet erop surface (eq. 3.29 of 
-2 -1 
FEDDES et al., 1978) (kg.m .s ) 
-2 -1 E. = evaporation flux of intercepted water (kg.m .s ) 
1 
(12e) 
Note that in eq. (3.33) of FEDDES et al, (1978) 
included, because there total evapotranspiration E** 
a term '+E. 1 is 
1 
is including the 
evaporation of intercepted water. In the present program we start with 
the calculation of E*. In the presence of water upon the leaves, this 
water evaporates with the same intensity as E*. Then (E*-E.) is reduced 
1 
toa potential evapotranspiration flux, ET*. 
For all the 3 described ET* calculations, we apply RITCHIE (1972) 
equation to estimate potential soil evaporation E*: 
s 
E* 
s (ö+y)L Rn 
-0.39I 
e 
-2 -1 (kg.m . s ) (12f) 
where I = leaf area index, derived from fraction of soil cover (see 
FEDDES et al., 1978; page 73, Fig. 31) 
7 
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III. NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
III.I. S o 1 ut ion f o r t he intermedia te n o d a 1 
points 
In order to he able to solve eq, (4) by finite difference tech-
niques a grid is laid over the 'time- depth' region of the unsaturated 
zone as occupied by the independent variables t (index i) and z (index 
j) (Fig. 4). The u n sa t u rat e d zone contains a number of n 
nodal points. In these cases where a fluctuating groundwater tableis 
present n is not constant. 









Fig. 4. Finite difference mesh superimposed on the depth-time region 
of the unsaturated zone. The soil profile is divided in com-
partments of equal thickness with the nodal points at the 
center of the compartments 
8 
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e unknown vo!ue 
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;; 
• 
Fig. 5. Depth-time region under consideration, with location of the 
pressure heads, h, of the hydraulic conductivities, K, and of 
the differential moisture capacities, C, as used in the 
numerical scheme 
According to HAVERKAMP et al. (1977) and VAUCLIN et al. (1979) a 
finite difference scheme has been chosen which results in lower com-
puting times than the scheme used in SWATR and which yields an accept-
able accuracy of the water balance. Eq. (4) can for compart~ents of 
different size for each nodal point (i,j) be approximated by the follow-
ing implicit scheme with explicit linearization (see also Fig. 5): 
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- -'-Kt. - ~ s~ + 
c1 Azj j+J cj l 
.O.ti i 
- ( • K. I) 
G1 Az. IJ.z J .. J J u 
(18) 
Eq. (18) is a linear algebraic equation valid for each intcrmediate 
nodal point, according to: 
-A. hi+l B. I i+ I D. hi+l E. + 1. -
J j+l J J J j-1 J ( 19) 
where A. llt
1 i 
K.+! J c: f',z. f',zl J 2 J J 
(20) 




c~ K. I J f',z. /',z J-; (22) 
J J u 
h~ /',ti 1 /',ti i /',ti s~ E. - K. ' + K. I c~ J J c~ /',z. J+; c~ llz. J-; J (23) 
J J J J J 
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For the intermediate noclal points we now have (n-2) linear equa-
tions with n unknowns (the pressure heads at the n noclal points of the 
hi + I · - ) h 1 ' f 1 unsaturated zone . , J- I, ... n. Te so ut1on or the top noda 
J 
point (see 2) gives one equation more, this leads to (n-1) equations. 
For the bottorn campartment of the unsaturated zone one can distinguish 
between two cases: 
- the pressure head is known (Dirichlet condition), e.g. case I, 2, 3, 
4 and 5 of Fig. I, and one has left a system of (n-1) equations with 
(n-1) unknowns, which can be solved; 
- the flux through the bottorn of the unsaturated zone is known (Neumann 
condition), e.g. case 6 and 7, which gives us an additional equation 
leading to n equations with n unknowns, which can also be solved. 
In solving the systern of equations, a direct rnethod was used by 
applying the so-called Thomas (tridiagonal) algorithrn (see e.g. REMSON 
et al. , 1971). 
As indicated before the values of hydraulic conductivity K and 
differential moisture capacity C are obtained by explicit linearization. 
This implies that K and C are taken at time t. 
For C at the noclal points: C~ 
J 
For K 1n between the noclal points we take the geornetrical rnean: 
1 
K. ' j+, 
i 
K. I J+ 
111.2. S o 1 u t i on f o r t h e top n o d a 1 po in t 
(24) 
(25) 
Except for the last two unsaturated noclal points just above the 
water table (i.e. for the cases I to 4 of Fig. I) we take for all noclal 
points that 
óz = óz. = óz = óz 
J u 1 (26) 
The salution for the top noclal point j = I is obtained by intro-
ducing as boundary condition a flux in eq. (13), i.e.: 
11 
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• [ A i+ I K~ (~) + 
rl f:,z . ! u J-
(27) 
The coefficients of eq. (19) then become: 
(28) 
BI + Al (29) 
Dl = 0 (30) 
El h~ -
/:,t~ Ki /:,ti /:,ti si 
-
ei qtop -I é f:,z I+! f:,z c~ I I I I 
(31) 
III.3, S o 1 ut i o n f o r t h e b o u n d a r y c o n d i t ~ o n 
a t t h e b o t t o m o f t h e u n s a t u r a t e d 
z o n e 
Case 1: The salution for the bottorn boundary condition of the unsatu-
rated zone of case I (groundwater level prescribed) is as 








Fig. 6. Illustration of the varying size (/1z ) of the tirst un-
n 
saturated soil campartment that is situated just above 
the groundwater level 
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The thickness of the bottorn compartment (óz ) of the unsaturated 
n 
zone is taken variable. Thus the nodal point of this compartment 
(always taken in the center of the compartment) has no fixed 
position. The pressure head at this nodal point is always taken 
to be equal to the negative value of the height above the 
prescribed groundwater level (equilibrium condition) at the be-
ginning of the time step, i.e. hi = -ózi/2. Now the groundwater 
n n i 
level is hold constant during the time step ót. At the end of 
the time step t+óti, the new groundwater level is readas an in-
put. Then ózi+l and hi+l are determined, giving the new pressure 
n n 
head profile. 
Case 2: The approach to be foliowed will be explained with the aid of 
two simplified flow cases (Fig. 7): 
z, 
Fig. 7A - Water is evapotranspiring, there is no flux downwards 
through the bottorn of the system, the moisture profile 
is initially in equilibrium situation. 
Fig. 7B - There is no flux through the top of the system, water 
is only flowing through the bottorn of the system and 




ql 10 content a 
' 
• 
' ' A 
' 
' -~--t"""' '\ 





\ • 2 ~ 
\ • 1 ~ 
------------ -----~ 1, 
. 
t•'o 1 z, time 12 
Fig. 7. Two simplified flow cases (A and B) to illustrate the 
general solution procedure foliowed for the calculation 
of the groundwater level 
13 
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In the situation depicted in Fig. 7A water is flowing from the 
saturated to the unsaturated zone and the groundwater level is 
lowered. During each time step the amount of water flowing from 
the saturated to the unsaturated zone (U 1) is calculated 
according to: 
dB 
dt dz.dt + T.dt E.dt (cm) (32) 
where for the time period t 1 to t 2 the first integral of eq. 
(32) yields the change of water storage (cm) of the entire pro-
file, the secoud integral the transpiration (cm) and the third 
integral the soil evaporation (cm). During each time step the 
groundwater level is kept constant. Then for each time step the 
calculated value of u1 is added to a summation variable W, 
according to 
(33) 
where i is time index. 
If lwl ~ 0.1 cm (arbitrarily taken), then the resulting lower-
ing of the groundwater level is computed in sequential steps 
(size of stepreadas an input). Aftereach step the pressure 
head profile of the first four nodal points above the freatic 
surface is adjusted by an iteration procedure taking the flux 
at the top of the soil layer that is represented by the four 
nodal points, equal to zero (Fig. 7A). At the end of each of 
such a time step the water storage is computed, and then W is 
lowered with the difference in water storage between the end 
( i+I) d h b . ' ( i) f ' ' V an t e eg1nn1ng V o the 1terat1on step: 
(cm) (34) 
This procedure of lowering the water table step by step is con-
tinueduntil IWI < 0.05 cm (arbitrarily taken). 
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In the situation of Fig. 7B water flows through the bottorn of 
the system into the profile (flux qb). As aresult the groundwater 
level rises and water flows towards the unsaturated zone. In 
this case the total amount of water in the entire soil profile 
increases and for each time step the equation holds: 
(cm) (35) 
where u2 
represents the amount of water coming in through the bottorn of 
the system. Then the same procedure as described in the situation 
of Fig. 7A is followed to calculate the new groundwater level. 
The general situation, i.e. with evapotranspiration/infiltration 
and seepage is solved by the equation: 
(cm) (36) 
Otherwise the same procedure is followed as described for the 
situation of Fig. 7A,B. 
Case 3: This situation is in principle the same as case 2, with the ex-
ception that qb is calculated in the program as a result of 
in/out flow from/to ditches and down/upward flow to/from deep 
aquifers (Fig. 8). 
Flow from the ditches is calculated as: 
q = -I T 
-I (cm.d ) 
where $ 1 level of open water in ditch (cm) 
$2 groundwater level midway between the ditches (cm) 
T = drainage resistance (d) 
(37) 
According to ERNST (1962) the drainage resistance can he calcu-
lated as: 
12 
T=Lw+--8kD (d) (38) 
IS 
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Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the flow situation in between 




spacing between ditches (m) 
radial resistance (d.m- 1) 




zone (m.d ) 
for horizontal flow in the 
D = average thickness of the aquifer (m) 
For homogeneous soils and small variations in height of freatic 
surface, the radial resistance w can be found from (ERNST, 1962): 





-I (d.m ) 
where D 
0 
thickness of the aquifer below the water level in 
the ditch 
B wet perimeter 
w 
(39) 
Note: The ditches are considered to be parallel. The formula also 
apply to parallel tube drain systems. 
The flow to the deep aquifer (seepage) is computed from: 
c 
-I (cm.d ) (40) 
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where $3 = level of the freatic surface averaged over the area 
(cm) 
$4 = piezometric level of the deep groundwater (cm) 
c vertical resistance of the poorly permeable layer (d), 
being the ratio of layer thickness D' over vertical 
saturated permeability factor k' (c = D'/k') 
The value of $3 can be obtained from: 
(41) 
where afr is a reduction coefficient depending on the shape of 
the freatic surface. If this shape is parabalie then afr = 2/3, 
sinusoirlal then afr = 2/rr = 0.64 and an elliptic then afr = 
rr/4 = 0.79. 
The vertical flux per unit area midway between the ditches, qb' 
is now taken to pass the bottorn of our soil profile system and 
calculated as: 
(42) 
Case 4: For the high sandy soils in the eastern half of the Netherlands 
there exists a relationship between groundwater level, $3 , and 
discharge, qb In Fig. 9 (after ERNST and FEDDES, 1979) this 
relationship is shown for a number of sandy areas in the Nether-
lands. The general relationship, qb($3), can be expressed as: 
(43) 
where a and b are parameters to be determined from Fig. 9, or 
to be derived from measurements. 
The salution for this bottorn boundary condition is the same as 
for case 2 and 3. 
17 
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-05 -0.~ -03 
1 Oostelijk N-Brobant, N-Limburg 
2 West Solland 
3 Achterhoek !Ernst, 1978) 
I, Geldrop- Leende IK\eme Dommel) 
5 Oost Solland 
-0.2 
6 Oostelijk N-Brobanl lrugl. N-Limburg 
-0.1 0 
-50 
Fig. 9. Discharge rate, qb' as a function of groundwater level, 
~3 , for some sandy areas in the Netherlands (adapted 
from ERNST and FEDDES, 1979) 
Case 5: Here the pressure head of the nodal point in the center of the 
bottorn compartment, hN, is given as a function of time, As the 
pressure head of nodal point n is known, one has to solve (n-1) 
equations with (n-1) unknowns. 
Case 6: In this case the flux through the bottorn of the soil system is 
taken to be zero. The system has to remain always unsaturated, 
i.e. no groundwater table can be built up. For the numerical 
solution, see Case 7. 
Case 7: In this case the bottorn of the system 1s allowed to drain fully. 
18 
The flux is always directed in downward direction. The gradient 
aa/az = I, so the Darcian flux 
q = -K (44) 
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where K = K~ , i.e. the hydraulic conductivity in the nodal J=n 
point of the bottorn compartment. 
The salution for the bottorn nodal point j = n is obtained by in-
troducing as boundary condition a flux in eq. (13), i.e.: 
(45) 








= I + D 
n 
{\ti 
i C .llz 
n 
i 
K. 1 ]-, 





The time step is taken variable and is explicitly estimated in the 
following way: 
liB 
llti = max 
(liB/ llt) i 
max 
(50) 
where {\8 is to be assigned a specific value, i.e. liB = 0.001 
ma x 3 _3max . 
cm .cm • Th1s empirically obtained value is based on a number of com-
puted flow cases which were rather different in type of soil and magni-
tude of fluxes. It is recommended that 0.001 < liB ~ 0.002. Values 
ma x 
below this region result in increasing computing times with a slight 
impravement of the water balance only. Values above the region result 
in poor water balances. 
The denominator of eq. (50) is obtained from the equation: 
19 
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j=n Max. 1 J= s~ + J 
1 




where q. are the fluxes through the boundaries of the various compart-
J 
ments. 
The time step llti as calculated from eqs (50, 51) is restricted 
by two additional conditions. First a maximum is prescribed, i.e. 
llt = 0. ld, secondly llt is taken that small that at least in between 
max 
two printing plots 5 iterations are performed. 
III.5. C a 1 c u 1 a t i o n o f s o i 1 p h y s i c a 1 p a r a -
m e t e r s 
The input of the soil physical parameters pressure head, h(8), 
and hydraulic conductivity, K(8), are in the form of tables. The 
6-increment in the tableis 0.01 cm3 .cm- 3. In between the tabulated 
values, both h and K are linearly interpolated. 
The differential moisture capacity C(6) = d8/dh, is taken as the 
slope of the h(8) curve. It is taken to be constant in between the 
tabulated h(e) values. 
VI. EXECUTION OF SWATRE 
VI. I. Summa r y of ma in se q u en ti a 1 input dat a 
All input data apply to subsequent periods of 24-hour days 
- The input data for the geometry of the soil system are the following 
(see Fig. 10): 
20 
depth of soil profile (DSP, cm); 
number of compartments of equal size in which the entire soil profile 
is divided (NCS), maximally 40; 
number of different soil layers in which the profile has to be 
divided (NPL, maximally 5). It is recommended to take compartments 
of 10 cm depth, say. The choice of the number of compartments has 
to be such that the boundary between different soil layers corres-
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ponds as much as possible with a boundary plane between two com-
partments. This is because of the concept of compartments of equal 
si~e; 
numbers of compartments corresponding to bottorn compartment of each 
separate soil layer (NC(I), I= I •.. NPL). One has to provide as 
many NC-values as indicated by NPL. Then if NPL = 2, then NC(I) and 































Fig. 10. Example of the way of schematizing the soil into the different 
soil layers 
- The input data for the soil physical characteristics for each separate 
soil layer are: 
lowest, LV(I), and highest fraction, MV(I), of soil water content 
of the h(6) and K(6) relationship (to he read later in the program), 
where I is the index of soil layer; 
saturated water content (expressed as fraction) of each layer; 
saturated hydraulic conductivity of upper layer, CSI; 
factor, FAC, with which conductivities have to he multiplied to 
-I 
arrive for hydraulic conductivity, K, values in units of cm.d , 
-1 
e.g. if K in cm.hr , then FAC = 24. 
21 
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- The input data for the sink term are: 
choice between two water extraction patterns: 
I) Feddes et al. (1978) 
2) Hoogland et al. (1981) 
the pressure heads descrihing the shape of the sink term, 
-Time increment for output at selected days (TPR-array). 
- Input for the upper boundary condition 
A choice between four approaches can he made: 
precipitation 
transpiration 
-I (cm.d ), -I potential soil evaporation (cm.d ), potential 
-I (cm,d ), and minimum allowed pressure head (cm) at 
the soil surface are prescribed; 
precipitation (cm.d-l) is given, potential evapotranspiration 
(cm.d-l) is calculated with eq. (12a); potential soil evaporation 
(cm) is calculated with eq, (12f); 
-I precipitation is given, potential evapotranspiration (cm.d ) is 
calculated as f.E (eq. 12b), potential soil evaporation is calcu-
o 
lated with eq. (12f); 
precipitation (cm.d-l) is given, potential evapotranspiration 
(cm.d-l) is calculated with eq. (12e), potential soil evaporation 
(cm.d-l) is calculated with eq. (12f). 
- Input data for lower boundary condition 
A choice between 7 conditions can he made: 
groundwater level (cm) is given; 
-I flux (cm.d ) from/to saturated zone 1s given, the groundwater 
level (cm) is calculated; 
22 
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to ditches and deep percolation; 
flux - groundwater level relationship; 
pressure head of bottorn compartment; 
zero flux; 
free drainage (unit hydraulic gradient). 
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- Depth of the root zone (cm) 
- Input of soil physical parameters 
For each soil layer: 
3 -3 pressure head h (cm) as a table of moisture content 6 (cm .cm ); 
hydraulic conductivity K (arbitrary unit) as a table of 6. For both 
tables the 6-increment.is 0.01 cm3 .cm-3 . Maximally 79 6-increments 
can be used. 
VI.2. S u m m a r y o f m a i n s e q u e n t i a 1 o u t p u t 
d a t a 
In the first part of the output some of the input data are printed: 
- boundary condition at the top; 
if evapotranspiration is calculated, daily values of potential 
soil evaporation and potential transpiration are printed 
- boundary condition at the bottom; 
- rooting depth; 
- initial condition; 
- soil physical parameters of each layer. 
In the secoud part variables are printed for initial time (t = 
TINIT), for selected times [t = TPR(I)] and for the end of the last day 
(t TEND). In the list given below all cumulative values are initiated 











cumulative potential infiltration (CPINFILT 
CINTCEP) 
actual cumulative infiltration 
CPREC -
cumulative runoff (CRUNOFF = CPINFILT - CINFILT) 
cumulative potential evapotranspiration 
cumulative potential transpiration 
cumulative potential soil evaporation 
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cumulative actual evapotranspiration 
cumulative actual transpiration 
cumulative actual soil evaporation 
water flux through soil surface 
integrated Darcian flux at bottorn of compartment ISD; when 
the groundwater level arises above the bottorn of that com-
partment this flux has no meaning and then in the output 
'stars' will appear 
integrated positive (= upward) Darcian flux at bottorn of 
compartment ISD 
integrated negative (~ downward) Darcian flux at bottorn of 
compartment ISD 
actual Darcian flux at bottorn of compartment ISD 
number of compartment at which the Darcian flux is integrated 
integrated Darcian flux at the bottorn of the unsaturated 
profile (only in the case of free drainage, otherwise 'stars' 
will appear) 
actual flux of free drainage 
integrated flux through the bottorn of the soil profile for 
those cases where the groundwater level is calculated. For 
all other boundary conditions at the bottorn 'stars' appear 
positive part of CQDEEP 
negative part of CQDEEP 
actual flux through the bottorn of the soil profile for those 
cases where the groundwater level is calculated 
cumulative net amount of water that passed through the bottorn 
of the soil profile; calculated as the rest term of the soil 
water balance. If the groundwater level is calculated, 'stars' 
will appear 
positive part of CDELTA 
negative part of CDELTA 
actual amount of water that passed during the last time step 
through the bottorn of the soil profile; calculated as the 
rest term of the soil water balance (see eq. 32; in program 
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this is implemented as: DEL = VOL - VOL! + CTRA- CTRAI + 
FLXS (I) :!: DT) 
water storage in the entire soil profile at initial time, 
t = TINIT 
actual water storage in the entire soil profile 
actual groundwater level 
actual rooting depth 
number of first unsaturated norlal point abovè the ground-
water level 










number of soil compartment with numbering starting from 
top to bottorn 
position of nodal point with respect to the soil surface 
3 -3 
volumetrie moisture content (cm .cm ) 
soil water pressure head 
hydraulic conductivity 
3 -3 -I 
root extraction rate (cm .cm .d ), i.e. the actual sink 
cumulative amount of water extracted by the roots 
water storage in the soil profile summed up from soil 
surface to bottorn of compartment 
Darcian flux through the bottorn of each compartment 
Below the table a print plot is made of soil moisture content 
(dotted lines), fraction of air (blank) and fraction of solid material 
(slashes), all as a function of depth. 
The third part of the output concerns var1ous terms of the water 





end of day 
actual cumulative infiltration 
actual transpiration rate 
cumulative actual transpiration 
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actual soil evaporation rate 
cumulative soil evaporation 
cumulative amount of water that flowed through the bottorn 
of the soil profile that flows i n t o the system 
If no groundwater level is calculated the value CD~LTAP 
will be printed. If the groundwater level is calculated 
then the value CQDEEPP will be printed 
as above but for flows o u t of the system and with 
CDELTAN or CQDEEPN being printed 
change in water storage over the entire soil pr~file with 
respect to VOL at t = TINIT 
GROUNDW.LEV: groundwater level with respect to the soil surface 
IV.3. Ins t r u ct ion s f o r ~ n put 
The d a i 1 y input has been arranged in groups A, B, •.. , Z 
and should be punched on cards in FORTRAN-code according to the in-
structions. It should be kept in mind that F-formats can also be read 
as E-formats. All integers are ending in columns which are multiples 
of 5, and all reals in columns which are multiples of 10. References 
to equations are to the hook of FEDDES et al. (1978). 
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Columns t'ormat Symbol 
1-80 20A4 HE.D 
1- 5 15 KOD(I) 
6-10 15 KOD(2) 
11-15 15 KOD(3) 
16-20 15 K00(4) 
21-25 15 KOD(5) 
26-30 15 KOD(6) 
31-35 15 
1-10 FIO.I DSP 
11-15 15 NCS 
16-20 15 NPL 
21-25 ~5 NC(I) 
26-30 IS NC(2) 
31-35 15 NC(3) 
36-40 15 NC(4) 
41-45 15 NC(5) 
46·50 15 ISO 
GROUP A 
desired heading to.be printeQ 
group A consists of 1 card 
GROUP 8 
Description 
Choice of type of initial and boundary conditions, of constant/variabie rooting 










groundwater level is inpUt (cm) 
flux Erom the saturated zone-is input (positive upwards; cm,d-1) 
flux towards ditches and deep percolatien is calculated (positive upwardsi 
cm,d-1) ' 
flux from the saturated zone is calculated as a function of groundwater 
level (positive upwardsj cm.d-1) 
pressure head of bottorn cq~partment is input (cm) 
zero flu~ at the bottorn of'an unsaturated profile 
free drainage at the bottorn of an unsaturated profile (negative downwards; 
cm. d-l), flux is equal to hydraulic conductivity of bo"ttom campartment 
bottorn boundary condition is varying with time 
bottorn boundary condition is constant with time 
If KOD(I) ~ J, 5 or 6, KOD(2) may ~e set to 0 
KOD(J) describes the upper boundary condition 
• 0 : absolute values of precipita~ion (cm.d-1), soil evaparatien (cm,d-1), 
transpiration (cm.d~l) and minimum allowed pressure head at the soil 
su~faca (cm) is input 
• I po~enti$1 evapotranspiration (cm.d-1) is calculated with thc Priestley and 
Taylor eq\ladon 
• 2 potential evapotranspiration (cm.d-1) is calculated as E0 (Penman) x erop 
coefficient (for Penman.eq, see J,26) 
• J potenttal evapotranspiration (cm.d-1) is calculated with Monteith-Rijtema 
equation (eq, 3,33, without the 1+Et 1-term, because we a~e con~iderlng 
soil evaporation and transpiration onlyi for r 8 a constant value bas to be 
taken) 
If KOD(I) m 11 2 or 3 potentîal soil evaporation is calculated with eq, 3,31 and 





upper boundary condition is varyiog WÎ[h time 
upper boundary condition is constant with tim"e 
moisture content at each nodal point is input (cml.cm-3) 
pressure head at each nodal point is input (cm) 
2 pressure head at each nodal point is calculated as being in equilibrium with 
the initial groundwate~ table (cm) 
• 0 rooting depth ia varying with time (cm) 
• I rooting depth is constant with time (cm) 
• 0 time iocrement between outputs (water balance terms, moisture content pro-
file, etc.) is variabie (day~) 
• I time iocrement between outputs is constant (days) 
gl'bUp B oorwiste of 1 card 
GROUP C 
Geomatry of soil profile 
depth of soil profile (cm) 
number of soil compar~ents of equal size (maximally 40) 
number of different types of soil layers (maximally 5) 
number of bottam campartment of I st soil layer 
aa above, but for .2nd 1 3rd, .•• , 5th soil layer· 
number of. soil campartment at which bottorn the Darciao-flux will be iotegrated 
over the time, This integral is an approximation only 
g~up C conaists of 1 oaPd 
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Way of input of soil physical characteristics of each separate soil layer 
lewest input value of moisture content (cml.cm-3) of K(6) and h(6) table of I st 
soil layer 
as above, but for 2nd, lrd, , • , , 5th soil layer 
highest input value of moisture content (cml.cm-3) of K(S) and h(S) table of 
Is t soil layer 
as above, but for 2nd, 3rd, ,,,, 5th soil layer 
saturated moisture content (cml,cm-3) of lst soil layer 
as above, but for 2nd, 3rd, , •• , 5th soil layer 
saturàted hydraulic conductivity of lst soil layer (must be given in the same units 
as chosen for the hydraulic conductivities of the groups V-Z) 
factor to convert units of input hydraolie conductivity to units of em.d-l 
group D consiste of 4 oa:rds 
GROUP B 
Description of sink term and root extraction pattern 
g 0 : sink term according to eq, (5) and eq, (6) of this paper 
~ I : sink term according to eq, (8) and eq, (10) of this pape~ 
intercept a of eq,. (10) of this paper, see Fig. 3 
slope bof eq. (10) of this paper, see Fig. 3 
maximum depth (cm, absolute value) at top of profile where roots are non-activa 
during the period t > TB 
point of time at which roots become non-active (drought damage or morphological 
reasons) 
point of time at which roots reach their maximum depth of nQn-activity 
for t .( TB RNA "' 0 
for TB < t < TB; RNA .. RNAM t-TB 
t-TB 
for t ? TB : RNA .. RNAM 
where t is time (days) and RNA, the actual depth where roots are non-active 
value of pressure head below which roots start to extract water from the soil 
(starting point) 
value of pressure head below which roots start to extract water optirnally from the 
upper soil layer 
as above, but for the lower soil layera 
value of pressure head below which the roots cannot extract water optimally any-
more, for potential transpiration rate equal to 5 cm.d-1 (limiting point) 
as above, but for potential transpicatien rate equal to 0.1 cm.d-1 
the values P2H and P2L are used only if IRER • 0 (see Fig. 11) 
P2 ia calculated from linear interpolstion in between P2H and P2L, according to 
P2 • P2H + (O.S-EPA) , (P2L - P2lt) for 0.1 ~ EPA"' 0.5 0.5-0.1 
P2 "" P2L if EPA < 0,1 cm.d-1 
P2 • P2H if EPA > 0.5 om.d-1 
where EPA is potential transpiration.~ate (cm.d-1) 
PJ P2 
pressure head 
Fig. 11. Shape of sink term used in 
conneetion with the· water 
extraction patteen of FEDDES 
et al. (1977) 
Fig. 12. Shape of sink tenn used in 
conneetion with the water 
extraction pattern of HOOGLAND 
et al. (1981) 
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value of pressure head below which the roots cannot extract water optimally any-
more (limiting point); this value is used only if IRER "' I (see Fig. 12) 
value of pressure head below which na water uptake by roots is possible (vilting 
point) 
group F: conaiata of 3 aards 
GROUP P 
Describes times of input and coefficients of wind function 1 laaf area index and 
interception 
first day of input (reckoned from the beginning of the year) 
last day of input (thè same) 
number of days in February (28 or 29) 
first day of input in the first month under consideration (e.g. L(4) • 21) 
tirst month of input (e,g, June - L(5) "' 6) 
last month of input (e.g. October - L(6) "' 10) 
• 0 6 coefficients of the G(CH)-function must be prescribed in graup M 
~ I : 6 caefficients of the G(CH)-function are as Fig. 30 (hook FEDDES et al., 
1978) 
for the G(CH)-function see eq. (8,3) to (8.5); only used if KOD(3) • 3 
• 0 6 caefficienta of the FIN-function must be prescribed in group M 
• I 6 coefficients af the FIN-function are as in Fig. 32 (book FEDDES et al •• 
1978) 1 but transformed to units of cm.d-1 
for the FIN-function see eq. (8.7) to (8.9); only used if KOD(J) ~ 3 
group F oonsists of 1 o<U'd 
GROUP G 
Describes the calculation period and length of time step 
starting time of calculations (TINIT ~ L(l) - I); for L-values see group F 
finishing tiroe of calculations (TEND ~ L(2)); for L-values see group F 
maximum value of time step allowed (d); we advise 0. I < DTMI ~ Q, 2 
·~aximum change of moisture content allowed within one time step; we advise 
0.001 ~ DTHM 4 0.002 
maximum change of groundwater level (cm) within one time step; we advise 
0. I -$. CCWLAM' 0.25 
this applies only for cases for which the groundwat~r level is calculated 
group G oonaists of 1 card 
GROUP H 
Describes the number and the increments of outp~t 
NP~ number of outputs (water balsnee terms 1 moisture content profile, etc.); standard 
output at t = TINIT is nat included in NPR 
TPRINT only if KOD(7) m I; TPRINT is a constant time increment (d) for which the output 
must be printed; output is listed at t • TINlT + i x TPRINT where i • I to NPR 
TPR(I) only if KOD(7) = 0; TPR(I) is time iocrement for let output 
TPR(2) 






output is listed at time t ~ TINIT + TPR(I) 1 t • TINIT + TPR(I) + TPR(2) 1 etc. 
group H ~iets of ma:cimaZly 7 oo.rda 
GROUP I 
Group I is used only if KOD(3) • 0, Describes opper boundary condition 
potential soil evaporation rate (cm.d-1) • for first day of input. 
precipitation (cm.d-1) } 
potentlal transpiration (cm,d-1) L(l) 
minimum allowed pressure head (cm) at the soil surface 
if KOD(4) • 0: 1- card is required for each day of input L(l) to L(2), ar 
[L(2) - L( I) + 1] cards 
if KOD(4) • I : only one card is required 
group I aonaiats of maximaZ~ 366 carda 
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Group J is used only if KOD(3) m I. Describes the opper boundary condition. 
Potentlal evapotranspiration rate (cm.d-1) is calculated with the Priestley and 
Taylor equation 
empirica! constant in the Priestley and Taylor equation (ALPHA .. I, 35 !_ 0. JO) 
flux of net radiation (w.m-2) 
precipitation (cm.d-1) } 
mean daily air tempersture (OC) for first day of input, L(l) 
mean daily air humidity (fraction) 
soil cover (fraction) 
if KOD(4) "'0: I card is required for each day of inpu.t, L(l) to L(2), or 
[L(2) - L( I) + 1) card' 
if KOD(4) m I : only I card is required 
group J consists of maxirrally J67 aards (l cal'd for the ALPHA value and 366 aards 
for daily inputs) 
GROUP K 
Group K is used only if KOD(3) • 2. Describes the upper boundary condition. 
Potentlal evapotranspiration rate (cm.d-1) ia ealculated as E0 (Penman, open wa-
ter) x erop coefficient 
precipitation (cm.d-1) 
short-wave radlation flux (w,m-2) 
degree of cloudiness (fraction) 
mean daily air tempersture (OC) 
mean daily air humidity (fraction) 
mean daily wind velocity at 2 m height (m,s-1) 
soil cover (fraction) 
erop co~fficient (fraction) 
for first day of input, L(l) 
if KOD(4) ~ 0 : I card is required for each day of input, L(l) to L(2), or 
{j.(2) - L(l) + ij carda 
if KOD(4) ~ I : only I card is required / 
group K aonsists of roo:cimatly 366 Ca:f'ds 
GROUP L 
Group L is used only if KOD(J) ~ 3. Describes the upper boundary condition. 
Potentiel evapotranapiration rate (cm,d-1) is cal~ulated with the Montheith-
Rlj tema equation 
stomatal resistanee (s.m-1) 
precipitation (cm,d-1) } 
net radiation flux (W,m-2) 
mean daily air temperature (OC) 
mean daily air humidity (fraction) for first dey of input, L(l) 
meao daily wind velocity at 2 m height (m.s-1) 
soil cover (fraction) 
erop height (cm) 
if KOD(4) ~ 0 : 1 card i$ required for each day of input L(l) to 1(2), or 
[L(2) - L(l) + 1] cards 
if KOD(4) ~ I : only I card is required 
group L aonsists of maximatly 367 oapds (1 oal'd foP RS-value and 366 oards jor 
daity inputs) 
GROUP M 
Describes the erop height - wind function, the leaf area index relationship 
with soil cover and the interception function depending on precipitation. For 
details see pages 73-75 of FEDDES et al, (1978) 
coefficients of G(CH)-function, which is used to estimate potential evapotrans-
piration flux (see eq. 8.3 to 8.5) 
use this card only if KOD(3) .. 3 and if L(7) • 0 
(if 1(7) • I, standard values of the coefficients are used, see Fig. 30 of 
FBODES et al, 1978) 
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coefficients of the leaf area index- so~l-~~nction 
use this card only if KOD(3) ~ I 
coefficients of the FIN-function descrihing reduction in precipitation rote·as 
caused by interception (eq. 8.7- 8,9) 
use this card only if KOD(3) m 3 
(if L(8) ~ I, standard va lues of the cocfficients are used~ FIA • 0.169; FIB a 
0.516; FIC a o. 1787; FID a 0.0593; FMP V 2.0; FHI = .19; see also Fig. 42 of 
hook FEDDES et al, 1978) 
gl'Oup M aonaiats of maximaUy J car-ds 
GROUP N 
Group Nis used only if KOD(I) a 0. Describes the daily groundwater level. 
Absolute values may be given as input (soil surface .is used as referenca level) 
GWL(L(I)) groundwater level (cm) for the first day of input, L(l) 
GIIL(L(I)+I)) . GWL(L(Z)) Jas above, but for the 2nd, Jrd, ,,,, L(2)th day of 1nput 
if KOD(2) = 0 : L(2) - L(l) + I values must be entered 
if kOD(2) ~ I 1 only I value, GWL(L(I)), must be entered 
group N consiat8 of maximally 46 cards 
GROUP 0 
Group 0 is used only if KOD(I) ~ J. Describes the initial groundwater leveland 
the daily values of the flux from the saturated zone (positiv~upwarda, cm.d-1) 
GWLA initial groundwater level (cm), for t .. TINIT 
QDEEP(L(I)) flux from the saturated zone for the first day of input, L(l) 
QDEEP(L(I)+I)) ( • QDEEP(L(2)) Jaa above, but for the 2nd, 3rd, ,,,, L 2)th day of ~nput 














if KOD(2) ~ I only I value, QDEEP(L(I)), must be given 
group 0 oonsiats of mazi~tly 47 co.rds 
GROUP P 
Group Pis used only if KOD(I) • 2, Describes saturated flow to ditches snd deep 
percolatien (soil surface is used as the raferenee level for water tables/ 
levels) 
initia! groundwater level (cm), for t = TINIT 
apacing between channels (m) 
radial reaiatanee of channel (d,m-1) 
transmissivity for horizontal flow (m2,d-l); k x D value of eq. (38) of this 
, paper 
shape factor of groundwater level 
deep groundwater level (cm) 
vertiçal reaiatanee of poorly permesbie layer (d) 
open water level in the ditch (cm); may be given i\8 absolutá.- value 
as above, but for 2nd, 3rd, ••• , L(a)th day of input 
if KOD(2) ~ 0 : [L(2)-L(I)+I] values must bo given 
if KOD(2) .. I : only I value, CHNL(L( I)), must be given 
group P consiste of ma:dmally 48 aards 
GROUP Q 
Group Q is used only if KOD(I) = 3. Describes the flux - groundwater level 
relationship 
initial groundwater level (cm), fort~ TINIT 
value of a in eq. 43 of thia paper; see also Fig. 3 
value of b in eq. 43 of this paper; see also Fig. 3 
gJ>oup Q consiats of 2 caPds 
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Columns Format Symbol Description 
GROUP R 
Group Ris used only i! KOD(I) ~ ~ Describes daily-values of pressure head of 
bottam campartment ~ 



















may be given 
&10.4 GPRH(L(I)+I) 
EI0. 4 GPRH(L(l)) as above, but for 2nd, 3rd, ••• , L(2)th day of input 































if KOD(2) "' I : only I value, GPRH(L(I)), must be given 
gl'oup R conaists of "maximaUy 46 cards 
GROUP S 
Describes the rooting depth 
rooting depth (cm) for the first day of input, L(J) 
as above, but for 2nd, Jrd, ,,,, L(2)th day of input 
if KOD(6) "' 0 : [L(2)-L(I)+1] values must be given 
if KOD(6) = I : only I value, DRZ(L(I)), must be given 
grooup S consists of marimally 46 aards 
GROUP T 
Group T is used only if KOD(5) • 0. Describes the initial moisture content 
profile (t g TINIT) 
initial water content (cml,cm-3) of lat nodal point (surface compartment) 
as above, but for 2nd, 3rd, ,,,, NCSth nodal point; numbering ~s from top to 
bottam of soil profile · 
gl'OUp T aC»U:Jists of ma:dmally :; cal'ds 
GROUP U 
Group U is used only i~ KOD(5) ~ 1. Describes the initial pressure head 
profile (t = TI~IT) 
initia! pressure head (cm) of Jst nodal point (surface compartment); absolute 
value may be given 
as above, but for 2nd, 3rd, .•• , NCSth nodal point; numbering is from top to 
bottam of soil profile 
group U consists of ma:dmally 5 cards 
GROUP V 
Describes the physical characteristics of soil layer I (numbering of layers is 
from top to bottom). Units of hydraulic conductivity can be chosen arbitrarily; 
see also factor FAC, group D 
pressure head (cm) for lst soil layer at water content 6 g LV(I) (cm3,cm-3); 
absolUte values may be given 
as above, but for pressure heads at 6 • LV(I)+O.OJ, a"' LV(I)+0,02, ... , 
e- MV(I) 
hydraulic conductivity for lat soil layer at water content 6 • LV( I) (cm3.cm-3) 
as above, but for hydraulic conductlvities at 6 a LV(I)+O.OI, a • LV(I)+0,02, 
••• , 6 • MV(I) 
the x-values have not to be defined 
group Y conaista of maximally 20 cardS (10 for ~-values~ 10 for K-valuesJ 
GROUP W 
Group W may be omitted if NPL a 1. Describes the physical characteristics of 
soil layer 2. Units of hydraulic conductivity as in group V 
as group V, but LV(I), MV(I), PRH(I,x), CON(I,x) become LV(2) 1 ~lV(2), PRH(2,x), 
CON(2,x) respectively 
·group W consists of ma:dmazty 20 cal.'dS 
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Co~umns Format Symbol Description 
GROUP X 
Group X may he omitted if NPL ~ 2. Describes the physical characteristics of 
soil layer J. Units of hydraulic conductivity as in group V 
as group U, but LV (I), MV( I), PRH( I ,x.), CON (I ,x) become LV(J), HV(J), PRII(J ,x), 
CON(3,~) respectively 
group X conaists of maximally 20 aardS 
GROUP Y 
Group Y may be omitted if NPL ~ 3. Describes the physical characteristics of 
soil layer 4. Units of hydraulic conductivity as in group V 
as group V, but LV(I), MV(I), PRH(I,x), CON(I,x) become LV(4) 1 MV(4), PRH(4,x), 
CON(4,x) respectively 
group Y consists of ~mally 20 aards 
GROUP Z 
Group Z may be omitted if NPL ~ 4. Describes the physical characteristics of 
soil layer 5. Units of hydraulic conductivity as in group V 
as group V, but LV(I), HV(I), PRH(I,x), CON(I,x) become LV(5), MV(5), PRH(5,x), 
CON(5,x) respectively 
!Jl'OUP Z consiste of ma:timally 20 aards 
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IV.4. E x a m p 1 e o f p a r t i a 1 i n p u t 
As an example of input we selected a loamy sand with an arable 
top layer of 20 cm that overlies a loamy fine sand down to 200 cm. 
Calculations were performed over the period of IS April to 11 Septem-
ber of the relatively dry year 1976. 
As boundary conditions for the top of the system actual rainfall 
intensities, potential soil evaporation and transpiration rates were 
introduced. The lattervalues were calculated as 0.8 x E (Penman). 
0 
As bottorn boundary condition a qb (~ 3 ) relationship of the type 
shown in eq. (43) was used. In the beginning the groundwater table 
was set at 35 cm below soil surface. The initial moisture profile above 
the groundwater table was taken to be in equilibrium with it. 
As an example we present below a partial list of the input data, 
i.e. for the period 15 to 25 April 1976. Note that in this period 
precipitation rate, potential soil evaporation rate and minimum allowed 
pressure head at the soil surface are all set equal to zero. The 
rooting depth is taken to be constant during this time, i.e. 35 cm. 
For the same restricted period of input, also as an example a 
listing of output data of the program is given, For this output see 
under Section IV.S. 
The program was run for the entire period of 15 April to 11 Sep-
tember. The main results are presented in the Figs. 13A and 13B. In 
Fig. 13A cumulative values of ca1culated actual transpiration and 
measured precipitation are shown. In Fig. 13B the cumulative discharge 
pattern is shown together with the variation of the groundwater table 
with time. Note that during the first 25 days, say, the groundwater 
table decreasas fast, with a less pronounced drawdown during the 
remainder of the period. 
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Fig. 13A. C~m~lative values of calculated actual transpiration and 
measured precipitation during the period 15/4-11/9, 1976 for 
a loamy sand soil overlying a loamy fine sand 
13B. Cumulative values of discharge and groundwater table depth, as 
calculated with SWATRE for the period indicated above 
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Example of partial input 
• L 0 A H y s A N D • p E R I 0 D IS TO 25 APRIL 1976 • 3 0 0 0 2 1 1 






o.o 365. 366. 
-10. -25. -25. -300.0 -600,0 -soo.o -16000,0 
lOS 114 29 IS 4 4 1 1 
10-4. 114. .20 0.002 .20 
10. 
o.ooo o.ooo o24B o.ooo 
o.ooo o.ooo .248 o.ooo 
o.ooo o.ooo .249 o.ooo 
o.ooo o.ooo ,249 o.ooo 
o.ooo o.ooo .248 o.ooo 
o.ooo o.ooo .248 o.ooo 
o,ooo o.ooo .248 o.ooo 
o.ooo o,ooo .248 o.ooo 
o.ooo o.ooo .248 o.ooo 




1, OOE5 S,OOE4 2.50[4 1 I 60E4 1oOOE4 7o40E3 SoOOEJ 4,20E3 
J,20F.3 2o50E3 2oOOEJ 1.60E3 loJOEJ 1, OOEJ 7o90E2 6,JOE2 
5oOOE2 4oOOE2 3o20E2 2tSOE2 2oOOE2 1, 80E2 lo60E2 1, 50E2 
1, 30E2 lo25E2 lo20E2 1,1SE2 lo10E2 loOOE2 9o80E1 8o90El 
7o90El 6o60E1 6oOOE1 SoOOEl 4o20[1 J, lOE 1 2.00EI I, OOE I 
OoOOEO 
7. or.--6 1,2[-5 2o0E-5 J,OE-5 4,0[-5 6.0[-5 loOE-4 I, SE-4 
2 olE-4 Jo6E-4 6o0E-4 9o5E-4 lo6E-3 2o7E-3 4 ,6E-3 a.oE-3 
1.'5E-2 2o8E-2 S.OE-2 Bo2E-2 lo4E-1 2o3E··1 3o8E-1 5.55-1 
9, OE-1 1o2EOO lo9EOO 2o5EOO J,SEOO 5oOEOO 6o5EOO S,OEOO 
1. 0[0 1 lo2E01 1,7[01 2o0E01 2o5E01 J,OE01 3o7EOI 4o4E01 
5.2~01 
1, 66E3 1. 32[3 9o77E2 7o41E2 5o75E2 So01E2 3o63E2 3o09[2 
2.29E2 lo95E2 1,62E2 lo41E2 I, 32E2 lo05E2 9o33EI 8, 13E1 
7,08E:I 6o17E1 5o25E1 4t79E1 4.17EI 3, BOEl J,55E1 J,16E1 
2oB2F.I 2o51El 2o00EI lo41E1 ltOOEl 5o01EO 2 oi9EO Q,OOEO 
7o2E-'5 9o9E-5 lo5E-4 2o2E-4 3o2E-4 3o9E-4 6olE-4 7.7E-4 
I olf-3 1o4E-3 lo9E-3 2o3E-3 5, lE-3 9,JE-3 2.5E-2 6o9E-2 
lo7E-1 3o6E-1 8 I 1 E-1 lolEOO 2,0EOO 2,7EOO 3,4[00 4,7EOO 
6.3EOO 8o2EOO I. 2EOI 2 oiEOI 2.9E01 4o5E01 5.8E01 7oOEOI 
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IV.5. H x a m p 1 e o f p a r t i a 1 o u t p u t 
t L 0 A H Y S A N D t P E R I 0 D I 15 TO 25 APRIL 1976 t 
N P U T V A R A D L E S 
KOD<1)•3 K0D(2)=0 KOD<J>=O KOD<4>=0 KOD(5)•2 KOD(6)•1 KOD(7)•1 
DEPTH OF SOil PROFILE 200o0 CH 
NUHDER OF COHPARTHENTS 20 
HUMDER OF SOIL LAYERS 2 
NC ~ ARRAY I 2 20 20 20 20 
DARClAN FLUX INTEGRATED AT DOTTOM OF COHPARTHENl" NR 2 
LV - ARRAY 
HV - ARRAY 
SWC - ARRAY 
.050 .oso o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
o450 o360 OoOOO OoOOO OoOOO 
t450 .360 OoOOO Q,OOO OoOOO 
SATURATED HY!oRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF FIRST SOIL LAYER o500E+02 
FAC I olOOE+Ol 
S I N K T E R H V A R I A D L E S 
IRER ARER BRER 
I o200E-Ol o. 
RNAH H TE 
o.o 365. 366. 
PO PUl PLI P2H f'2L P2 
-10. -25. -25, -JOOo -600. -500o 
L - ARRAY I 105 114 29 15 4 4 1 
START OF CALCULATIONS 104, DAYS 
END OF CALCUl.ATIONS 114, DhYS 
MAXIHUM TlHE StEP o200E+OO DAYS 
MAXIHUM CHANOE OF HOlSTURE CONTENT I o200E-02 CH**3/CH**3 
KAXIHUH CHANGE OF GROUNDWATER LEVEL I o200E+OO CH 
NUHBER OF PRINTPLOTS 
PRINTINO INTERVAL 10o DAYS 
DOUNDARY CONDIT I ONS AT THE TOP 
--------
----------
DAY PREC ESOIL EPLANT PilS 
105 o.oo o.oo ,25 o.o 
106 o.oo o.oo o25 o.o 
107 o.oo o.oo .25 o.o 
108 o.oo o.oo .25 o.o 
109 o.oo o.oo .25 o.o 
110 o.oo o.oo .25 o.o 
111 o.oo o.oo .25 o.o 
112 o.oo o.oo .25 o.o 
113 o,oo o.oo .25 o.o 









BOUHDARY CONDITION AT BOTTOH OF SOIL PROFILE 
FLUX-ORDUNDWAlER LEVEL RELATIONSHIP 
FLUX o -o~OOE+OO * EXP< -oJSOE-01 * ABS<OROUNDWATER LEVELil 
IN PROORAH I ODEEPA • AREL* EXP(BREL * ABS(OWLAII 
THE ROOTING DEPTH IS CONSTANT ··J5,0 CH 
INITIAL CONDITION 
<CH/DAYI 

















SOIL PHYSICAL PARAHETERS OF PROFILE LAYER NUHBER 
THETA PRoHEAO CONDUCTJV, 
OoOOO -.1 000Et06 o7000E-05 
.020 -,2S00Et05 o2000E-04 
o040 - .lOOOEtOS ,4000E-04 
.060 -,S000Ef04 olOOOE-03 
.oso -o3200Et04 o2IOOE-OJ 
.100 -o2000Et04 ,6000E-OJ 
.120 -, 1300Et04 olbOOE-02 
.140 -,7900EtOJ t4600E-02 
.160 -,SOOOE+OJ .1500E-01 
.180 -oJ200EtOJ o5000E-01 
o200 -o2000EtOJ o1400Et00 
.220 -I 1600Et03 ,J800Et00 
.240 -oiJOOEtOJ o9000Et00 
,260 -, 1200EtOJ oi900Et01 
.280 - .IIOOEt03 o3500Et01 
.300 - o 9B00Et02 ,6SOOEt01 
.320 -o7900Et02 ,1000Et02 
.340 -,ó000Et02 0 1700Et02 
.360 -o~200Et02 ,2500E+02 
.380 -,2000Et02 ,3700Et02 









































































Team Integraal Waterbeheer 
Centrum Water&Klimaat 
Alterra-WUR
SOIL PHYSICAL PARAHETERS OF PROFILE LAYER NUHBER I 2 
THETA PRoHEAO CONDUCTIVo THETA PRoHEAO CONDUCTIVo 
o,ooo -,1660Et04 o7200E-04 .010 -o1320Et04 t9900E-04 
.020 -,9770Et03 .1500[-03 ,OJO -o7410Et03 o2200E-03 
.040 -,S750Et03 t3200E-OJ .oso -0 5010Et03 I J900E·-OJ 
,060 -o3630Et03 ,6100E-OJ .070 -,J090Et03 o 7700E-OJ 
.oso -,2290EtOJ ol!OOE-02 .090 - o 1950Et03 .1400E-02 
.too - o 1620Et03 ol900E-02 .uo -,1410E+OJ ,2JOOE-02 
.120 - ol320Et03 o5100E-02 .tJO -,lOSOEtOJ o9300E-02 
'140 -o9330Et02 o2500E-01 .150 - o B130Et02 o6900E-Q1 
.160 -,7080Et02 .1700Et00 .170 -,6:l70Et02 o3600Et00 
.tso -o5250Et02 ,8100Et00 .190 -o4790Et02 oii00Et01 
.200 -o4170Et02 ,2000Et01 .210 -o3BOOE+02 t2700Et01 
o220 -,JS50Et02 o3400Et01 .230 -,J160E+02 o4700EIOI 
.240 -,2B20Et02 ,6300Et01 .250 -,2510Et02 o B200E+OI 
.260 -o2000Et02 .t200E+02 .270 -.1410Et02 ,2100Et02 
.280 -,1000Et02 o2900Et02 .290 -o5010Et01 o4500Et02 
,JOO -o2190Et01 ,S800Et02 .;:uo Oo .7000Et02 
T IIIE I ll<l. IIAYS TII'1E SU.P• • 556[-01 'AY NUIIIIER OF THtE SlEf'• "' 
CPJ;EC o.ooo c" CHITCEP " Q,OOO Cll CPIUFilT'" O,QQO CH CINFILT Q,OOO Cl'\ 
Cf·UR 2.480 C/1 CPTRANSP• 2,490 CM CPSEVAP 0.000 Cl'l CRUNOFr OoOOO CM 
CETfc 2,480 CM tCTRANSf' 2,-480 Cl'lt. t.CSEIJitP 0.000 CKt HU)( I OoOOOOOO CH/OAV 
cruso t.~oo cH CFLXS[•P 1,463 CH Cfl)(S0/1 • -o06J 
'" 
ruso ol90845 CH/[IAV IS [I• 
CFLXIIU •UUUt. CH FlXBU •UUU.U.U CH/DAV 
CiH•EEf' • -1,206 CH CODtEf'P OoOOO CM COOEEf'/1 -I .206 
'" 
OtoEEPA -,076678 CH/(IAY 
COEllA •UUUt CH COElTAP •tnuu eH CD.El TAN ......... 
'" 
ton TA ,UB_E-02 CH 
VOLUUT 72.934 CH OOL • 69,326 CH GWLA -69.4 
'" 
ORZA -js,o tH H 7 
COlli', 
"' 
~EVEL THETA PRoHEAO CO/I (lUC ROOT E)(l CoROOI EXT CUHoVAU:R FLUX ES COIII'o 
"' (Ciil tYDll (CIII CCH/OAU Cl /CIA V) CC Hl CCIU CCH/MU 
I -s.o ,JBO -o660Et02 ol20Ef02 .200[-01 .200[,01 J. 800 ol64EIOO I 
' 
-ISoO .J94 -,559EI02 oi82U02 o480E·02 o-4SOUOO 7o 7-41 o191Ef00 
' J -25.0 .244 -,455Ei02 oi4SEIOI o222E·16 o2UE-14 10ol80 o162Ef00 J 
• -Js.o .272 -,J4BEt02 ,J63Ef01 •• •• 1~.898 ol42[f0Q • 5 •4So0 ,JOl -.245[102 o861EIOI •• •• 15.909 olJSEIOto 5 
• -55,0 .319 -.144E+02 • 205Ef02 Oo Oo l9oi0J ,134000 ' 7 -65.0 • 341 -o470Ef01 ,464002 Oo •• 22.514 olJ4EfOO 7
• -75.0 o:S60 Oo • 700[f02 Oo •• 26.114 -. 767[-01 • 
• -a5.o o360 •• o700EI02 Oo •• 29,714 -.767[-01 • 10 -95.0 • 360 Oo o700[f02 Oo Oo JJ, 314 -, 761E:-OI 10 
11 -105.0 • 360 •• o700Et02 Oo •• 36.914 -.767[·01 11 12 -115.0 • 360 •• o700U02 Oo Oo 40.514 ·, 767E-OI " 
" 
-125.0 ,360 •• o700002 .. Oo 44oll4 -,767E-OI " .. -135.0 .360 Oo o700EI02 •• •• 47.714 -, 767E·OI ..15 -t4:;,o • 360 •• o700[f02 Oo Oo SI, 314 -. 767[-01 
" 
" 
-IS5o0 .360 •· , 700Et02 Oo •• 54.914 -. 767[-01 ..17 -165o0 ,J60 Oo o700U02 •• •• 58.514 -,767E-Ol 17 
" 
-175.0 • 360 •• • 700Ef02 •• Oo 62 oll4 -.767[-01 
" 
" 
-185.0 .J60 Oo o700Ef02 Oo •• 65.714 -, 7lo7E-OI " 
" 
-19So0 oJ.SO Oo , 700Et02 •• •• 69.314 -.767[-01 
" 
U-ttUUttttUUUtUUUUt.ltl SOIL HOlSTURE CONTENT PROFILE AT TIH[ I 111 0 [IAV9 IUtUUUUUUUUUtUUUU 
l[Y[l THETA ,Q Ooi 0,2 O,J 0.4 DoS Oo6 0,] 0.9 0,9 lo 
CH VOL, UtUUttlUtUfUIUUUHUtf UUUUUUttUUt IUUtUt.UUtttUtH UlttttUUittlttUIUIJftlttt 
-5,0 , 380 1------·- ·-------- --- -------· ·--- ·--- ·t //I/// I//// I///// lil///// I/ I/ /lil/ 111111////11111/1/// I 
-I~. 0 , J9~ f- ----· ·---------·-- --------··---------I I// I/ 1111111111// /lil// /11///1/111111///11 /lil/ /I/ 111/ I 
-25,0 o 244 I-----··-···--·---··· ---1 I//////// lil/// I//// /I///// I///// /I/ /lil// lil///// I// I/ 111111// I 
·JS, 0 , 27 2 I-------·---------·-------- I I/ I////// /I// I////// /I////// !I// 11// I/// I/////////////// I/ I// I/ I 
-43, 0 , JOl f------------- ---------------·I ////11111/// I/ /I/ /I// lil///// I// I/ I//// /I/ I// I//// I// I/ I/ I// 11 /t 
-SS, 0 , J 19 f- ·-- ----- • •• • ---------· --------f ////I////// I// I/ I/ lil////////////// 1// /I/ I//// I/////// 11/1//11 /I 
-65,0 , 341 f ------------ • • ·-· •• -----· • ------- f ////11/////11111/ I/// lil// I///// I///// I/I/ I/////// I/////// !lil /t 
·)S, 0 , 360 I------··-------··-··-·--·-·-------- 1////11/ /I// I// I lil/ I/// I// I/ 1///// I/// I// I///////// I///// 11111 /t 
-85,0 , 360 1---·---------- ·---·----·- ·-------· ·111111 ////I//// I/ I/ I// 11//// I/// I/ I//////// I/ /lil/ /I/ I/// lil/// /f 
·95- oO , J60 1- ·--- • --- ·--------· • • ---------.---- -t/ ///lil/// I/ I//////// I//// I/// I/ I/ /I// !I/ /I/ I///// I/ I/////// lil f 
-I OS, 0 , 360 1-------------· • • · ·-· ---- ·-·-------· 1// I//// /I//// I// I/ I/ I/ I//// I////// 1111//// lil/ I/ I til// 11111/ lilt 
-11 S, 0 , 360 t ---· ··---------- • --------- • -------- 1/// I// 11////////////////// I///// I/ /I// I///// lil/// I lil// I/ I lil /f 
-.125, 0 , 360 t-------------------- .. ·--· · ·--------1 //lil/ I/// I////////////// 11/// I/ lil/// 1/11111/ I/// 11/ I//// I// I /f 
.. 1 J5, 0 o 360 1·--------- ·--- ------ ·-------· -·----t/ 11///11111///11/1/ I// 11// I// I/ I/ I// I lil// I// I//// 11//11// I lil/ t 
- J 45,0 , 360 f-------·-- ------- ·-- ·--- -- ·-------- t/ ///I// I lil// 11/ I/ 11/ I// 11/11////11/ I/ I//// I// I// 11/// I/ 11///// f 
-1 :;5, 0 , J60 t ·--------- • • • ·- --------· • ·------- -- fllll //////////////lil/ 11///11/11/////11//////11/ I/ I////// I//// /t 
·165, 0 , 360 f ---------- ·-----------------· ·-·---f// //I// U 11111/// I// 11///// I /11/ U/ I// NI//// /1/11///// I/// N / /t 
-175,0 , 360 t---------------· -· ·------------· ---t/ //I/// I// I/////// I/ 11/// lil// I/ 11// I// 111111/ I/// I// I/ I// I/// /t 
-185 .o • 360 f ---------------- H ----- -------------'1 ///11///// I/ I/// I// 11/ I///// 11111/ lil/ 11///11///////////111111 /f 
-195 ,Q , 360 f- ------ • • ------· •• ·------- -- ·-----· t/ /11// I/ I/////////// 11////11// I// 11/// /I I/ 1111////// I/// 11/11// t 
Cl\ VOLo lttfiUitUtUlfUUfiUtfUUtUUtUUIUtUUI&ftUtUIUfUIUUIIHtUUUitUUHtUUtllfiUtf 
LEliEL THETA ,Q Ool 0.2 0,3 0.~ 0,5 Oo6 Oo7 Oo8 0,9 J, 
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1111[ I 104. DAYS 
CPREC O,QQO Clt CI/HCEf' • o.ooo CK 
CfETR .000 Clt Cf'TFIAHSP• ;ooo CH 
CEHt ,ooo Clt ICTRANSP .ooo , .. 
CFLXSO .000 CH CFLX6[1P .ooo CK 
CflUü attUtn Cl1 
COOEEf' -.000 CH COI•EEPP o.ooo CK 
COEl.TA •ttUUt CH COEl TAP .......... CK 
VOliNIT 72o9J4 CK VOL a 72o9J4 CH 
COI'IPo .. LEVEL TilETA PRoHEAO CONOUt 
CC Hl CVOL) CC Hl CCit/llA1'l 
I -s.o • 421 -,300E-t02 oJO&Et02 , 
·ISoO ,430 -,20(1Et(l2 o370Ef02 
J -2s.o '3JS -,,SOEtOI o370E+02 
• -:ss.o ,3&0 •• o700EI02 5 ... !1.0 • 3&0 •• o700Et02 
• -ss.o oJ6(1 •• , 700Ef02 1 -65,(1 • 3&0 •• o700U02 
• •7So0 • 360 •• o 700Ef02 
' 
-as.o ,360 •• o700EI02 10 -95.0 • 360 •• ,7öOE+02 11 -tos.o ,J&O •• , 700Et02 
" 
-115.o • 360 o . o700E+02 
" 
-125o0 o360 o. o700Et02 
" 
·IJSoO 'J.!.O o. , 700Et02 
" 
·145.0 ,J,!,Q o. , 7öOE•02 
" 
-1&5o0 • 360 o. ,700EI02 
11 -165.0 o360 Oo o700Ef02 
18 -175.0 ,J60 Oo o700E•o2 
" 
-1es.o ,J60 o. o700E•02 ,. -19~.0 ,J&Q Oo • 700[1(12 
TltiE SHf'a ,IOOE-09 OAY NUiii<ER Of TIIIE GTEP" 
CPIIIflLTa o.ooo CK 
CPSEVAP o.ooo CK 
tCGEVAP o.ooo CKO 
CFLXS[IN o.ooo CK 
CDOEEf·N -.000· CK 
ClJJ::LTAN .......... 




"' ti/OAY) ICIU 
o200[•01 ,2QOE-IO 
, 4BOE-02 .400E·II 
•• •• 
•• •• 
•• • • 
•• • • 
•• • • 
•• •• .. 
•• 


























































































ttUtntUU.UUtUtUttUIUU SOIL HOlSTURE tOMTENT PROFILE Al TltiE I 104, DAYS tUlUIIUUIUUttUntUUUt 
LEVEl THETA ,O Q,l 0,2 O,J 0,4 0.5 Oo& 0.1 o.a Oo9 1, 
CK VOL, U U lUI U UtttUUU I UUUU U 11:1 UU$ ft U lt+U U I tUt UUt+ttttl I tUt I U Uit Ut U U lU UI U I tI I* U I 
-~. 0 • 421 ·- ---------------------------------------- t 111111111111111111111111111111111//11111/lllllllllllllt 
-15' 0 • 430 +------ -------------------------------- ----· Jlllll/11/111111111111111111111111111111/llllllllllllll 
-25 .o • JJ5 ·- --------------------------------1 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 t 
-J5, 0 , J60 t- -- ·-· --~--------- ·- --- ·-- ---------1111111111111111111/llllllllllll/1111111111111111111111111111/llt 
-45 .o • 360 +-- --------------------------- ------tllllllllllllllll/llllllllllll/1111111111111111111111111111111111 
-ss. 0 '360 ·---------- ----------------------- --+111/llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/1/lll/111111111111111/t 
-65,0 .• J&O +----- ---·-- ---· ---·--------- •• ----- tlllllllll/1//111111111111111111111111111111111111111/llllllllllt 
-75.0 • J60 1------------------------------... ----· llllllllllllllllllllllll/1111111111111111111111111111111111/lllt 
-8~. 0 , 360 t ------------- ·- -------------------- t/lllllllllllllllllllll/111/llllllll/11/1111111111111111111111111 
-95. 0 • 369 • -------------- ---------------------tllll"llllllllllllllllllll/1111111111111111111111111111111111/lllt 
-J (o5o 0 o J60 t •-• ~ ~ ------- • ------------ ---· ·---••f/II////////J//////////J/////I//II/////JI//I////////J/////I//1/II 
-' 15.0 • 360 ·--------- -- ------------------------lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/1111111111111111111111111111111 
-125.0 • J60 + --------------------------------- --tlllllllllll/ll/11111/llllllllll/111111111111111/lllllllllllllllt 
-I JSo 0 , J60 t---- --., ~---------~ ----- ·- ·- -- ----· -IIIIIIIIIIII/1111/II/IIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/111111111111111 
-145,0 , 360 f ------------· -~-----------.----··- • -flllllllllllllllllllllll/1111111111111/1111111111111111111111111+ 
-1ss.o , 3&0 t -------------------------------r---tllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/ t 
-1 65, 0 , J60 +-· ----- ~------------------·-------- llllllllllllllllllllll/111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
-115,0 , 360 1---- -·--------- .. ------------------- tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii/11111111111111111111111111111111111111/JIII/1/t 
-185 .o • 3&0 ·-- ---------- ----------------------.. tllllllllllll/1111111111111111111111111111111111111111/lllllllllt 
-19S,O , 360 t·- ------------ -·--- ---------------- +lllllllllllllll/1//111111111111111111111111111111111111/lll/lllt 
Clt IJOlo tltlt+tUUtUtUU.tfUUtiU.ttttlttiiU-fltUtnttlttUttUtU.tttUUt IUU.IIUitUU+UIItiUIUtiU 
LEVEl IHETA ,O Ooi 0o2 OoJ 0o4 0o5 0,6 Oo7 0o8 0 1 9 I, 
........ TERliS Of THE IIATER EIALANCC ltUUit 
CIHfllT TRAMSP CTRAHSP S[VAP CSEWIP CFLX801f' CFLXBOTII VOL-VOll 
'" 
CH/OIIY CK ORDU!I[oU,LEV CH/DA't CK CK CK CK CK 
o.oo 
'" ·" 
o.oo o.oo o,oo 
-.21 -. 39 o.oo 
'" 
... -4o.a o.oo o.oo (),(IQ 
-.39 -.e3 
-4Go 8 o.oo 




... o.oo o.oo o.oo 
-.66 I .61 o.oo 
'" 





,, 49 o.oo o,oo o.oo 
-.87 
·2. 32 
·61.2 o.oo ," lo 74 o.oo o.oo o.oo -.97 ·2. 61 
-62,4 o.oo 
'" 




























































































* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* SIHULATION HODEL OF THE WATER 8ALANCE OF A CROPPED SOIL 
* PROVIDINB DIFFERENT TYPES OF 80UNDARY CONDIT I ONS 
* ( s w A T R E ) * 
* I t t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
* 
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* * 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
T H I 8 p R 0 B R A H I S D E V E L 0 p E D A T T H E 
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, JNSTITUTE FOR LAND AND WATER HANABEHENT RESEARCH , 
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* SOIL SURVEY INSTITUTEI p,O,BOX 981 6700 AA WAGENINGEN!· 
INSTITUTE FOR LAND AND WATER HANAGEHENT RESEARCH! * 
P,o, BOX 351 6700 AA WAGENINOENI THE NETHERLANDS * 







* AS DEVELOPED BY I R,A, FEDDESo p,J, KO,WALIK AND Ho ZARADNY I 
* 'SIHULATION OF FIELD WATER USE AND CROP YIELD' 
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*** THE FOLLOWINB VALUES HUST BE PRESCRIBED I *** 
-INITIAL CONDITIONS I 
-A> VALUES OF HOlSTURE CONTENT 
OR -8) VALUES OF PRESSURE HEAD 
-BOUNDARY CONDITIONS <DAILY VALUESll 
[K00(5)=0J 
CKOD(5)a1J 





FLUX FROM SATURATED 











AND DEEP PERCOLA TI ON 
FLUX-GROUNDWATER LEVEL RELATIONSHIP 
PRESSURE HEAD OF BOTTOH COHPARTHENT 





CKOD ( 1) =51 
CKOD<ll=6l 
C -AT THE SURFACE -A) 
c 
KOD(3l=O I PRESCRIBED VALUES OF I 









ES I POTENTlAL SOIL EVAPORATION <CH/DAY) 
EP I POTENTlAL TRANSPIRATION <CH/DAYl 
PHS HINIHUH ALLOWED PRESSURE HEAD AT 
THE SOIL SURFACE <CM) 
-Bl KOD(3)=1 I PRIESTLEY AND TAYLOR FORHULA 
































































































KODC3l~2 I PENHANCOPEN WATERl*CROP COEFFICIENT 
INPUT I HSH I SHORT WAVE RADlATION CWIH**2l 
DCL I DEOREE OF CLOUDINESS.CFRACTIONl 
PRECrTEHrRHoSC ( SEE UNDER -Dl l 
KOD<3>•3 I HONTEITH-RYTEHA FORHULA 
PREC I PRECIPITATION<CH/DAYl 
RH I RELATIVE HUHIDITY OF AIRCFRACTIONl 
U I WIND VELOCITY AT 2 H HEIGHTCH/8) 
HNT NET RADlATION FLUX CWIH**2l 
CH CROP HEIGHTCCHl 
SC SOIL COVERCFRACTIONl 
TEH TEHPERATURE OF AIRCDEGREES CELSIUS) 




C HAXIHALLY CAN BE USEDI 
C 366 VALUES OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITION 
C 80 VALUES OF PRESSURE HEAD AND CONDUCTIVITYCFOR EVERY LAYER) 
C 40 NODAL POINTS OF THE SOIL PROFILE 







. JIHENSION PHC40loWCC40loR1C40loR2C40loTEHC366loRHC366loUC366lo 
$GWL(366loDCLC366loFINC366lrSCC366lrDDEEPC366lrGPRHC366loHSH(366) 
COHHON. IAD, N, NPL, NCS, IRZ, IRER, INL, IPRT, I SD, NPR, 
$LVC5loHVC5loNCC5loKODC7loLC8loiAC99)riBC69loLC1(5loHEDC20lo 












































































CtREADING OF INPUT AND INITIAL CALCULATIONSt 1280 
CALL RDATACPHrWCl 1290 
IFCKODC1l,GT,O,AND,KOD(1l,LTo4l IWT=1 1300 
IPRT=1 1310 












'8 T A R T 
CtCALCULATION OF CUHULATIVE VALUESt 
CALL INTORLC PH l 
c 
CtREADINO OF BOUNDARY 
CALL BOCOCToPHl 
CONDITIONSt 




























CtCALCULATION OF OROUNDWATER LEVELt 
C tONLY IF KOD<1>=1rKOD!1l=2 OR KOD!ll=Jt 
IF<IWT,EQ,1) CALL CALOWL<PHrWCl 
c 
CtCALCULATION OF DIFo HOlST, CAPACITIES AND HYDR, CONDUCTIVITIESI 
CALL DHCCON<WCl 
c 
CtCALCULATION OF FLUXES IN BETWEEN THE NODAL POINTSt 
CALL FLUXES<PH) 
c 




IF<IPRT,EQ,1,0RoiTS,EQ,1) CALL PRTPLT!TrWCrPHriTSrNTSrNPRAl 
c 
CtCALCULATION OF NEXT TIHE STEP <DT)t 
CALL CALCDT(TriTS) 
c 
Ctttttttttttttttttt GO TO 
00 TO 9999 
















C SUBROUTINE RDATA I READINO AND PRINTINO OF INITIAL CONDITIONS•BOUN 
C DARY CONDITIONB• DEPTH OF ROOT ZONE AND HYDRAU 



























HNT< I l =0, 0 
CH(J)=O.O 
SC<Il=O,O 





















































































C** READING AND PRINTING OF INPUT DATA AND INITIAL CALCULATIONS ****** 





__ -~._lol_lllTE C6r 1002 l 
1002 FORHATC~I~H~.~.I~'N.-~P- U T V A R I A B L E S :•,;, 
• . • - -· •I lil 
READC5r1020l CKODCI>•l=1•7> 
WRITEC6,1021l CKODCilri=1•7l 
1021 FORHATC1H •'KODC1l='ri1r' KODC2l='•I1t' KODC3l='tl1r 
t• KOD<4>='rl1r' KOD<5>='rl1r' KOD<6>='ri1r' KODC7>='r11r//) 
READC5r1030l DSP,NCS,NPLrCNCCil,I=lr5lriSD 
WRITEC6,1031l DSP,NCSrNPLrCNCCilri=1r5l•ISD 
1031 FORHATC1H ,•DEPTH OF SOIL PROFILE I',FB.1•' CH'•/•' NUHBER OF COH 
$PARTHENTS I'•I3•/•' NUHBER OF SOIL LAYERS I'•I3r/•' NC- ARRAY I' 




1041 FORHATC1H ,•LV- ARRAY 1',5F6,3) 




1042 FORHATC1H •'HV- ARRAY 1',5F6,3) 




1043 FORHATC1H ,•swc- ARRAY 1',5F6,3•//) 
READ(5•1040l CS1,FAC . 
WRITEC6,1044l CS1•FAC 







































S' rElO,Jr/r 1 FAC J 1 rElO,Jr//1//) 2630 









WRITE<6•1051> IRER•INL,ARER•BRER 2650 
tORHATC1H ,•s IN K TER H V AR I AB L E s•,;;,• IRER't 2660 
$2X•'INL'•6Xt'ARER',6X,'BRER'•/•7Xti1,4X,I1,3X•2C1X,E9,J),/) 2670 
READ (:; •1040 l RNAH r TB, TE 2680 
WRITEC6r1052l RNAHrTBrTE 2690 
FORHATC1H ,• RNAH'r7Xr'TB'•8Xr'TE'•/•F9o1rC2C6XtF4oOllr/l 2700 
READC5t1040l POrPU1,PL1rP2HtP2LrP2,P3 2710. 
READC5r1020l CLCilri=1r8l 2720 
READC5r1040l TINIT,TENDrDTHI•DTHH,CGWLAH 2730 
READC5r 1020) NPR 2740 
IFCKODC7l ,EQ,Ol READC5r1040l CTPRCilri=1rNPRl 2750 










DO 1080 I=1tNCS 



















































FORHAT<1H •' PO PU1 PL1 
t P2 P3'r/r10(1XrF9.0)) 
WRITE<6r1061l <L<Ilri~1,Bl 
FORHAT(1H r/////r' L - ARRAY l'r8ISr//) 
WRITE(6r1071l TINITrTENDrDTHirDTHHrCGWLAH 
P2H P2L 
FORHAT(1H r'START OF CALCULATIONS l'rFS,Or' DAYS'r/r' END OF CALCU 
$LATIONS l'rFS,Or' DAYS'r/r' MAXIHUM TIHE STEP l'rE10.3r 
$' DAYS'r/r' MAXIHUM CHANGE OF HOlSTURE CONTENT l'rE10o3r' CH**3/ 
$CH**3'r/r' MAXIHUM CHANGE OF GROUNDWATER LEVEL l'rE10o3r' CH'r//l 
RNAH~-ABS(RNAH) 
WRITE<6r1091) NPR 
FORHAT(1H r'NUHBER OF PRINTPLOTS l'r15) 
IF (KOD(7l.NE.Ol GO TO 1083 
WRITE<ór10G2) (TPR<Ilri=1rNPR) 
FORHAT<1H r'PRINTING INTERVALS (DAYSl l'r10F5,0l 
GO TO 1085 
WRITE<6r1094l TPRINT 
FORHAT(1H r'PRINTING INTERVAL 
RNAH~-ABS<RNAHl 
IF<CGWLAHoLE,O,Ol 







































,--· ~--:-: ·--: : ·T-----~-.-:·--· ........ 3300':: 
c 
Ctt+tt++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++t++++++++++++++++++++++++++t++++ 
C********* BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT THE TOP OF THE SYSTEH **************** 







FORHAT(1H1r'BOUNDARY CONDITIONB AT THE TOP l'r/r 
$ .• -------- ---------- -- --- ---'•1> 
KOD<3>~o t 
_tF<KOD(J)oNEoO) GO TO 100 
IF(KOD<4l.EQ,Ol GO TO 20 
READ<S r2 l PREC < L1 l, ES< L1 l, EP <L1 l, PHS( L1 l 






GO TO 40 
20 READ<Sr2l <PREC<IlrES(IlrEP(IlrPHS<Ilri=L1rL2l 
DO 50 I=Ll, L2 
PREC(Il=ABS<PREC<Ill 




60 FORHAT<3<1Xr' DAY'r4Xr'PREC'r3Xr'ESOIL'r2Xr'EPLANT'r5Xr'PHS'r4Xll 
LL=L2 
IF<KOD<4l.EQ,1l LL=L1 





GO TO 400 
C. 
C t KOD(3l=1r2r OR 3 t 
100 LL=L2 
IF<KOD(4),EQ,1l LL=L1 
IF<KOD(3l,E0.2l GO TO 102 
IF<KOD(3),EQ,3) GO TO 103 






















































110 FORMAT(//r2Xr'DAY'r2Xr' PRECIPITATION'r2Xr' NET RADIATION'r2Xr 3780 
$' lEMPERATURE'r2Xr' REL, HUMIDITY'r2Xr' SOIL COVER'rl> 3790 
GO TO 140 3800 
102 READ<5r1l <PREC!IlrHSH(IlrDCL<IlrTEM<IlrRH!IlrU!IlrSC(IlrCH!Ilr 3810 
ti=L1rLL) 3820 
WRITE!6r 120) 3830 
120 FORMAT!IIr2Xr'DAY'r2Xr' PRECIPITATION'r2Xr' RADIATION'r2Xr 3840 
$' CLOUDINESS'r2Xr' TEHPERATURE'r2Xr' REL, HUMIDITY'r2Xr 3850 
$' WIND VELOCITY'r2Xr' SOIL COVER'r2Xr' CROP COEFF,'rll 3860 
GO TO 140 3870 
103 READ!5r1l RS 3880 
READ(5r4l <PREC(IlrHNT<IlrTEH<IlrRH<IlrU(IlrSC(IlrCH!Ilri=L1rLL) 3890 
WRITE(6r130l 3900 
130 FORMAT(//r2Xr'DAY'r2Xr' PRECIPITATION'r2Xr' NET RADIATION'r2Xr 3910 
$' TEMPERATURE'r2Xr' REL, HUHIDITY'r2Xr' WIND VELOCITY'r2Xr 3920 
$' SOIL COVER' r2Xr' CROP, HEIGHT' rl> 3930 
ISTP=O 3940 
140 DO 150 I=L1rL2 3950 
· ··-n:trn>=rrH<H+273-;15··-- · --- · · · · ------ · · · · · ------·----- -----··· · ·3no--· 
_IF<KOD!4l ,EQ,O) GO TO 151 3970 
PREC< I l=PREC<L1 l 
HNT <I> =HNT ( L1) 
TEM< I l=TEH<L1) 




DCL< I l•DCL<L1) 
151 IF<ISTP,EQ,1) 00 TO 150 
IF(KOD!3loEllo1l WRITE(6r7l IrPRECIIlrHNT<IlrTEH<IlrRH(IlrSC(I) 
IF<KOD!3l,EQ,2) WRITE!6r8) IrPREC!IlrHSH(llrDCL(!)rTEH<IlrRH<Il 
$ rU<IlrSC(l)rCH<Il 







FORMAT< I I I I/lr' 
$ 





READINO AND PRINTINO OF THE G(CHl-FUNCTION ****************** 
IF<KODC3l,NE,3l GO TO 185 
C FGArFGBrFGCrFGDrFGMrFMCH I COEFFICIENTS OF OCCHl-FUNCTION 
IF(L(7),EQ,Ol READ(5r1l FGArFGBrFGCrFGDrFGHrFHCH 
WRITE!6r180l FGArFGBrFHCHrFGCrFGDrFMCHrFGH 
180 FORMAT<1Xr'G(CH>='rE10.3r' * <CH**'rF6,3r24Xr'FÖR CH,GE,'tF7.2r 
c 
$' CM'r/r' G<CH)c'rE10,3t' * <CH**'rF6,3r24Xr'FOR CH.LT,'rf7.2r 
$' CH'rlr' MAXIHUM VALUE OF G(CHl='rE10o3r' CH'rll 
C********* READING AND PRINTING OF THE LAI(SC)-FUNCTION **************** 
c ------- --- -------- -- --- ------- --------
c FLArFLBrFLC I COEFFICIENTS OF LAI-FUNCTION 
185 READ!5r1l FLArFLBrFLC 
WRITE(6,190l FLArFLBrFLC 
190 FORMAT(1Xr'LAI='rf6,Jr' *SC+ 'rf6,3r' * SC**2 t 'rf6,3r 
$' * Sc**3'r/l 
c 
C******** READING AND PRINTING OF THE FIN<PRECl-FUNCTION *************** 
c ------- --- -------- -- --- ------------------
c FIArFIBrFICrFIDrFHPrFHI I COEFFICIENTS OF INTERCEPTION FUNCTION 
IFCKODC3),EQ,O) GO TO 195 
IF(L(8),EQ,Ol READ<Sr1l FIA,FIBrFICrFIDrFMPrFMI 
WRITEC6r200l FIA•FIBrFICrFIDrFHPrFMirFHP 
200 FORMAT<1Xr'FIN<PREC>~ SC *'rf6,3r' * PREC**<'rF5,2r'-'rF6.4r 
$' * <PREC-'rf5,2r')) FOR,PREC.LTo'rF5.2r' CM/DAY'r/r 
$' FIN<PREC)= SC *'•F5o2r43Xr' FOR,PREC,GE,'rf5,2r' CH/DAY'r/) 
c 
C********************** CALCULATION OF I ****************************** 
c -----------
c - EPOT ~ POTENTlAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION<CM) 
C - ES = SOIL EVAPORATION!CM/DAY) 
C - EP = TRANSPIRATIONCCH/DAY) 























































































= CUHULATIVE SOIL EVAPORATION(CHl f. 
• FLUX OF INTERCEPTED WATER<CH/DAYl 
- EV • SATURATED WATER VAPOUR PRESSURE<HBARl 
- DEL • SLOPE OF THE SATURATED VAPOUR PRESSURE CURVE<HBAR/Kl 
- VPD • THE VAPOUR PRESSURE DEFICIT OF THE AIR(HBARl 
- PHS = HINIHUH ALLOWED PRESSURE HEAD AT THE SOIL SURFACE<CHl 
WRITE(6r210l 
FO~HAT<1H1rJ/r4BX~'CALCULATION OF POTENTlAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION'r/l 
WRITE<6r220l 
FORHAT<1Xr//r50Xr'POTENTIAL TRANSPIRATION RATE <CH/DAYl'r/) 
WRITE<6r230l 






l•L< 1 l 
LF=L< 5 l 
LE=L< 6 l 
L4•L<4l 
DO 250 H=LFrLE 
I2•KH<Hl 










GO TO 265 




t .• 26*(,54*U<Ilt,Sl*VPDl/(DEL+GAHHAl 













EP< I l=EPOT-ES( Il 
SEP=SEP+EP<Il 
SES•SES+ES< I l. 
II=<EP<Il*SO,f,5l 
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READING AND PRINTING THE BOUNDARY CONDITION AT THE BOTTOH ******** 
WRITE(6r401) 
FORHAT(/////r' BOUNDARY CONDITION AT BOTTOH OF SOIL PROFILE l'r/r 
. . -------- --------- -- ------ -- ---- -------•,//) 
C****************** THE GROUNDWATER LEVEL IS GIVEN ******************** 















IF!KOD(1),NE,O) GO TO 410 




FORHAT<1H r' THE GROUNDWATER LEVEL IS CONSTANT AT'rF7.1r' Cll') 
GO TO 700 
READ(5r1) (GWL(IIrizLlrL2l 
DO 435 I~1r366 
GWL<Il=-ABS<GWL(Il) 
IT=TINIT+1 
GWLA~GWL< IT) . 
WRITE(6r450) 
FORMAT(1Xr' THE GROUNDWATER LEVEL IS GIVEN'r///r 
$5!11Xr'DAY'r5X~'LEVEL')r/) 
GO TO 500 
THE FLUX OF WATER THROUOH THE l'OTTOH OF THE SOIL PROFILE IS OIVEN 
IF(KOD(l),NEo1) GO TO 460 
READ ( 5, 1) GWLA 
GWLA=-ABS<GWLAl 
1F(KOD!2),EQ,O) GO TO 470 
READ(5r1) DDEEPA 
WRITE(6r4BO) QDEEPA 
FORMAT<lXr' THE FLUX OF WATER THROUOH THE BOTTOH IS CONSTANT l'r 
tFB,1r' CM/DAY'r//) 




FORHAT<1Xr' THE FLUX OF WATER THROUOH THE BOTTOH IS DIVEN I'• 
$///r5<11Xr3HDAYr5Xr5HDEPTHir/l 
DO 510 I=L1rL2r5 
DO 520 J=lr5 
LCl<JI=I-ltJ 
IF<LC1(J),EQ,L(2)) GO TO 530 
CONTINUE 
530 WRITE(6r5l <LC1(ILirOWL<ItiL-11riL=lr5) 
510 CONTINUE 








IF<KOD(11.NE.2) GO TO 540 
WRITE<6r550) 
FORHAT<1Xr'FLUX TOWARDS DITCHES AND DEEP PERCOLATION'r///) 






of'DISTANCË .BETWEEN' THE C.HANNELS l'rF12.0r' H'r/ '. 
fr' RADIAL RESISTANCE OF THE CHANNEL l'rE12,3r' DAY/H'r/ 
Sr' TRANSHISSIVITY <SATURATED FLOW) l'rE12.4r' H**2/DAY'r/ 
$r' REDUCTION COEFFICIENT <ALPHARI l'rF12.3r/ 
$,• DEEP GROUNDWATER LEVEL :•,F12,o,• CM•,; 
fr' RESISTANCE OF SEHI-IMPERMEABLE LAYER l'rF12,0r' DAY'r///) 






















































































GO TO 700 6060 
561 READ<5d) <GWL<I>.X=LhL2) 6070 
DO 566 I=L1rL2 6080 
566 OWL<I>=-ABS<GWL(I)) 6090 
WRITE<6r567) 6100 
567 FORHAT<1Xr//r'THE WATER LEVEL IN THE CHANNELS IS GIVEN l'r///r 6110 
$5(11Xr'DAY'r4Xr' LEVEL')) 6120 
GO TO 500 6130 
c 6140 
C************* FLUX-ORDUNDWAlER LEVEL RELATIONSHIP ********************* 6150 
c ---- ----------- ------------ 6160 
540 IF<KOD(l),NE.3> GO TO 545 6170 
WRITE<6r541) 6180 
541 FORHAT<1H r'FLUX-GROUNDWATER LEVEL RELATIONSHIP'o/) 6190 
READ<5r1) GWLA 6200 
GWLA=-ABS<GWLA) 6210 
READ(5r1J ARELrBREL 6220 
WRITE<6r542) ARELrBREL 6230 
542 FORHAT(1H r'FLUX ='rE10,3o' * EXP<'•E10,3r' * ABS<GROUNDWATER LEVE 6240 
$L)) <CH/DAY)'o/o 6250 
$' IN PROORAH I ODEEPA = AREL * EXP<BREL * ABS<GWLA))') 6260 
GO TO 700 6270 
c 6280. 
C********** PRESSURE HEAO OF LOWEST COHPARTHENT IS GIVEN *************** 6290-
C -------- ---- -- ------ ----------- 6300' 
545 IF<KOD(l),NEo4) GO TO 570 6310 
IF<KOD(2),EQ,O) GO TO 580 6320 
READ<5r1) OPRHA 6330 
GPRHA=-ABS<GPRHA> 6340. 
WRITE(6r590) GPRHA 6350 
590 FORHAT<1Xo'THE PRESSURE HEAO OF THE BOTTOH COHPARTHENT IS CONSTANT 6360 
$J • rE10,3r • CM' r/) 6370 
GO TO 700 6380 
580 READ<5o1) <OPRH<I>ri=L1oL2) 6390 
DO 585 I=1o366 6400 
585 OPRH<I>=-ABS<OPRH<I>> 6410 
GPRHA=OPRH<Ll> 6420 
WRITE(6o600) 6430 
600 FORHAT<1Xr' THE PRESSURE HEAO OF THE BOTTOH COHPARTHENT IS OIVEN'o 6440 
$///r5<11Xr'DAY'o5Xr'DEPTH')o/) 6450 
GO TO 500 6460 
c 6470 
C******* ZERO FLUX AT THE BOTTOM OF AN UNBATURATED SOIL PROFILE ******** 6480 
c ---- ---- -- --- ------ ----------- ------- 6490 
570 IF <KOD<1>,NE,5) GO TO 610 6500 
WRITE(6r620) 6510 .. 
620 FORHAT<lXo'ZERO FLUX AT THE BOTTOH OF THE SOIL PROFILE') 6520 
00 TO 700 6530 
c 6540 
C********************** FREE DRAINAGE ********************************** 6550 
c -------- 6560. 
c 6570 
610 WRITE<6o630) 6580 
-~-·F_O_!l~_l~T_<_l~! ' __ f[l~E __ D[lt'!_I_tift!liL!\.!.TH_g_~Q:r_TO!:i_QF_J_I:!E. _ _!l!l!_l, _ _P_RQf_I_L,~. --· --~}bg .. -
Ctttttt++tt++++++t+++tttttt++++tttttttttt+++++++t+ttt++ttttttttttt+tt++t 6610 
C************ READING AND PRINTING THE ROOiiNG DEPTH ******************* 6620 
c ------- --- -------- --- ------- ----- 6630 








READ<5r1) <DRZ<Iloi=L1rL2) 6650 
DO 705 I=1r366 6660. 
DRZ<I>=-ABS<DRZ<I)) 6670. 
WRITE < 6, 720) 6680 
FORHAT<1H1o'TABLE OF ROOiiNG DEPTH l'o/r 6690 
$ ' ----- ------- -----'o//o5(11Xo'DAY'o5Xo'DEPTH')r/) 6700 
DO 730 I=L1oL2r5 





















Team Integraal Waterbeheer 
Centrum Water&Klimaat 
Alterra-WUR
710 READ<5•1) DRZA 
DRZA~-ABS(DRZA> 
WRITE(6,760l DRZA 
760 FORHAT</1//////•' THE ROOTING DEPTH IS CONSTANT ='•F6ol•' CM'•/• 
. --- ------- ----- -- --------•) 
c 
C++++++++++++++++t+++++++++++++++++++++++t+t+tt++++++t++++++++++++++++++ 
C************* READING AND PRINTING THE INITIAL CONDITION ************** 
c ------- --- -------- --- ------- ---------
BOO WRITE<6•BIO) 
BlO FORHAT<IH •lllll/111•' INITIAL CONDITION 1'•1• 
$ • ------- ---------•r/1) 
c 
B20 FORHAT<IH •'+++++ WATER CONTENT PROFILE IS OIVEN +++++'•/) 
B30 FORHAT<IH •'+++++ PRESSURE HEAD PROFILE IS GIVEN +++++'•/) 
B40 FORHAT<IH o'tt+tt PRESSURE HEAO PROFILE IS CALCULATED<EàUILIBRIUH 
$WITH GROUNDWATER LEVEL> tt++t'o/l 
c 
c 
IF<KOD(5),EQ,2) GO TO B60 
IF(K0D(5),EQ,!) GO TO B50 
Ct ~ATER CONTENT PROFILE IS GIVEN t 
READ<5•1> <WC<Ilol=loNCSl 
IF(KOD(I)oGTo3) 00 TO 945 
NI=-GWLA/DXt1,499999 






Ct PRESSURE HEAO PROFILE IS OIVEN t 
BSO READ<5•ll <PH(J),I=IoNCS) 
IF<KOD<1l,OT,3l GO TO 955 
NI=-OWLA/DXt1.499999 
DO 956 I=NioNCS 
856 PH(I)=OoO 





00 TO 990 
Ct PRESSURE HEAO PROFILE IS CALCULATED t 
860 N=-OWLA/DX+o499999 
PH ( N) =~0, 5* ( -GWLA- ( t:l.~·l) *DX l 
.JJ=N-1 
DO 8.65 J= 1 • "JJ 
865 PH<J~=GWLAt<J-0,5l*DX 
JJ=Ntl 






C********* READING AND PRINTING THE SOIL HYDRAULIC PARAHETERS ********** 






FORMAT< !Hl l 


























































































































DO 2000 I=1•NPL 
K1=LV(I >+1 
K2=HV<Il-LV<Il+K1-1 

































IF<PRH<I,JloLToPRH<l•JJ)) GO TO 2020 7880. 
RJ=(J-1)/100, 7890 
RJJ=J/100, 7900 
WRITE(6,2030l I•RJ,RJJ 7910 
-ÏBTÖF'=-fsTöP+t ---------------------------------- -- ----;.9-:icf-
2020 IF<CON(I•Jl,LT,CON<I•JJ)) GO TO 2000 7930 
RJ=(J-1l/100, 7940. 
RJJ=~/100, 7950. 
WRITE(6o2040l loRJoRJJ 7960 
ISTOP=ISTOPt1 7970. 
2000 CONTINUE 7980 
c 7990. 
IF<ISTOP,EUoO) GO TO 2070 8000 
WRITE(6o2050) 8010 
2050 FORHAT<IX,//1,' P R 0 G R AH ST 0 P P E D '•/• 8020. 
$' C. H E C K I N P U T T A B L E S 0 F PRESSURE HEAD A N 8030 
$ D HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY I I I I I I I I I I ' l 
c 
2030 FORHAT<1X•'ERROR IN PRESSURE HEAD TABLE OF PROFILE LAYER NR ;•,I2o 
$5Xr'PRH<'rF4t2r 1 ) > PRH<'rF4.2r•)•) 
2040 FORHAT<1X•'ERROR IN HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY TABLE OF PROFILE LAYER 
$ NR :•ri2r5Xr•CQN( 1 rF4,2r 1 ) > CON('rf4,2r 1 ) 1 ) 
c 












DO 2100 I=LFoLE 
IF<PHS(Il.LT,PRH(1oK1ll GO TO 2110 
IF(PHS(Il,GT,PRH(1,K2ll GO TO 2120 
GO TO 2100 
WRITE(6,2200l 




IF<ISTOP1,EU,Ol GO TO 2500 
WRITE(6o2400l 
FORHAT<1X•'P R 0 G RA H ST 0 P P E D '•/• 
$' EXTEND PRESSURE HEAD AND HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY TABLES OF PROF 
$1LE LAYER NR 1 ! 11 I I I 1!!1 1!11') 
IF(ISTOP,NE,O,OR.ISTOP1,NE,Ol STOP 
FORHAT<1Xo'PHS(',I3o'l < PRH<1,LOWEST VALUEl'l 












































CALL WACO OJC, PH l 
VOLI=VOL 






DO 3010 I=LilrL2 
TBV=TBVtl, 
IF<PREC(Il,GT,1,0l 00 TO 3000 
ESR<Il=AHINl<ES<Ilr(0,35*(SORTCTBVl-SQRT<TBV-1;)))) 







CtCOHPUTINO THE COORDINATES 




OF NODAL POINTSt 




.f .,-_ ___ ... :·:.• 
CtèALCULATION OF DIF, HOlST, CAPACITIES AND HYDR, CONDUCTlVITIES 
CALL DHCCON<WCl 
CtCALCULATION OF ROOT EXTRACTION RATESt 
CALL RERCTrf'Hl 



































C SUBROUTINE WACO I CALCULATES THE WATER CONTENTS AT THE NODAL 
C POINTS FROH PRESSURE HEAO DATA AND WATER 

































































































NNL=NC I ll 
DO 10 I=lrNCS 
















































SUBROUTINE BOCOIToPH> 9370 













































































-f 1 9730 
GO TO 50 
IFIKODil),NEol) 
IFIKODI 1 > ,EQ,Ol 
GO TO 50 
GO TO 20 
QDEEPA=QDEEPIM) 





























00 TO 50 
IF<KOD(1loNE,J) GO TO 40 
ODEEPA=AREL*EXP<BREL*ABS(OWLAll 
GO TO 50 
IF<KOD<1l.NE,4l 00 TO 100 
IF<KOD<2loEO.Ol OPRHAaGPRH(HltTA*<GPRH<Ht1l-OPRH<Hll 













C SUBROUTINE HEPR I CALCULATES THE PRESSURE HEADS FOR EACH NODAL 
C POINT WHEN THE INITIAL CONDITION IS GIVEN AS 















DO 10 l=1•NCS 
H=WC<Il/0,01+1 
H~<H-1>*0,01 











C SUBROUTINE DHC I CALCULATES THE DIFFERENTlAL HOlSTURE CAPACtTIES 
C AND HYDRAUL!C CONDUCTXVITIES <AS A FUNCTION OF 








































































IF<PHSA,GE,O,Ol GO TO 20 10530 
H=LV<1lt1 10540 
10 M=Htl 10550 
c 
20 

















DO 30 I=lrNCS 
M=WC<Il/0,01+1 
H=(H-ll*O.Ol 

















SUBROUTINE RER<TrPH> . . 
C SUBROUTINE RER I CALCULATES THE ROOT EXTRACTION RATES <AS A 





















RNA•O .• O 
If(T,GE,TE> GO TO 10 
IF<T.OT.TB> RNA=RNAM*<T-TB)/(TE-TB) 








IF<IRER.EQ,1l GO TO 25 
P2=P2H 
IF<EPA,LT.O,ll 00 TO 21 
IF(EPA,GToO,S~ GO TO 25 
P2=P2Ht((0,5-EP~I/0,4l*<P2L~P2H) 
GO TO 25 
P2=P2L 
IF<PH(Il,LE,P3,0R,PH<Il,GE,PO> 00 TO 30 
IF<PH<I>,LE.P2l GO TO 40 
RTEX(ll=QM 
lf(I,GT.NC<lll Pl=PL! 
... ·---~ . --· ·-. --·.-
lf(PH<I>,GT,P1l RTEX(Il=QM*<PO-PH<ll)/(PO-Pll 
GO TO 30 




C***************** EXTRACTION PATTERN FEDDESrKOWALIKrZARADNY *********** 
IF<IRER.NE,Ol GO TO 100 


























































































DO 60 Je2r lP 





GO TO 200 












IF<J1*DX,GT,-RNAl GO TO 120 
RTEX ( Jll =0, 
J1~Jlt1 





IF<CRDEH,LT,1,E-10l GO TO 160 
J1=Jlt1 



































































SUilROUTINE FLUXES (PH l 11800 .. 
SUBROUTINE FLUXES I CALCULATES THE DARClAN FLUXES IN BETWEEN THE 11810 
NODAL POINTS 11820. 
DIHENSION PH(40l 11830 








$RTEX< 40 l, FLXS < 41!, THETA< 4 l, SWC ( 5l rSWCA < 40 l, [IQUTP < 366,9 l, ESR ( 366 l 11920 
COMHON/CUH/ CPRECrCINTCrCINFrCPTRArCPSEVrCTRArCTRA1rCTRA2rCSEVr 11930 
$CSEV2rCFLSDrCFLSDPrCFLBUrCDDrCUDPrCODNrCDELrCDELPrDElrDVOLr 11940 
$CRTEX<40l 11950 
FLXl=FLXS< ISD+l l 
FLXS(1l=-CONIN<1l*<PHSA-PH<1ltDXHl/DXH 
IF<FLXS<ll,GT,O,O,AND,FLXA.GT.O.~l GO TO 10 
1F(FLXS<1l,Lt,o,O,AND,FLXA,LT,O,Ol GO TO 20 
FLXS ( 1l =0, 0 
00 TO 30 
IF<FLXS<1l,GT,FLXAl FLXS(1l=FLXA 
GO TO 30 
IF<FLXS<1l,LT,fLXAl FLXS<1)=FLXA 




















































C******* CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS OF TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX ************* 
c 







CtCALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR 1<I<Nt 
. J=N-1 










IF(KOD<1l.LT,5l 00 TO 20 
c 





GO TO 30 
C********** CALCULATION OF PRESSURE HEAD VALUES AT TIHE <Tl ************ 
20 IF(KOD<1l.EQ,4l PH<N>•GPRHA 





lf(J,LT,2l GO TO 60 
PH<J-l>=AHIN1(0,0rR1<J-1l*<PH<Jl-R2(J-1))) 

















































































































IF(FLXS(1),GToOoOl GO TO 10 
CINF=CINf-FLXS<1>*DTtESRA*DT 
CSEV=CSEV+ESRA*DT 
GO TO 20 
CSEV=CSEVtFLXS<1l*DT 










































. - .. ·-zf:TfCx!nNffi-;GT ,o,o> CFLBUP•CFLBUPtFLXS<NffÏ*DT 
CFLBU=CFLBUtFLXS<N+1l*DT 























SCRTEX < 40) 
DVOL=DVOLtDEL~QDEEPA*DT 























































































lF(J,LT,JJtl) GO TO 40 
PH(J-1l=Rl<J-1l*<PH<Jl-R2(J-1)) 
GO TO 30 
40 CALL WACO(WC,PHl 





IF<ABS(VOLI-VOL),GT,ABS(DVOLI)l GO TO 200 




















DO 10 1=2•J 
DTDT=AMAXI<DTDT•RTEX<I>tABS(<FLXS<I>-FLXS<Itll)/DXt) 













































































































































10 FORMAT(1H1r'TIME :•rf6.0r' DAYS'r45Xr'TIME STEP='rE10t3t' DAY'r5Xr 
$'NUHBER OF TIME STEP='ri4,//r 
f' CPREC ='rf7,3r' CH'r6Xr'CINTCEP ='rf7,3r' CH'róXr'CPINFILT='r 
$f7,3r' CH'r6Xr'CINFILT ='rf10t3r' CH'r/r 
$' CPETR ='rf7,3r' CM'r6Xr'CPTRANSP='rF7.3r' CH'róXr'CPSEVAP ~·, 
tf7,Jr' CH'róXr'CRUNOFF ='rf10,3r' CH'r/r 
$' CETR ='rF7,3r' CM'r5Xr'*CTRANSP ='rF7,Jr' CH*'r4Xr'*CSEVAP = 
$'rF7,Jr' CH*'rSXr'FLUX1 ='rF10,6r' CH/DAY'r/r 
l' CFLXSD ='rF7,Jr' CH'r6Xr'CFLXSDP.='rF7,3r' CM'r6Xr'CFLXSDN a•, 
$F7,Jr' CH'r6Xr'FLXSD ='rf10,6r' CH/DAY'r7Xr'ISD=~riJr/r 
$' CFLXBU ='rF7,3r' CH'r56Xr'FLXBU ='rF10,6r' CH/DAY'r/ 
$' CODEEP ='rF7,3r'. CM'r6Xr'CGDEEPP ='rF7.Jr' CH'r6Xr'CQDEEPN ='r 
$F7,Jr' CH'r6Xr'ODEEPA ='rfl0e6r' CH/DAY'r/r 
$' CDELTA ='rF7,Jr' CH'róXr'CDELTAP ='rF7,3r' CH'róXr'CDELTAN ='r 
tF7,Jr• CM'róXr'DELTA =~rE10,3r' CH't/r 
$' VOLINIT ='rF7,Jr' CH'róXr'VOL ='rF7,3r' CH'r6Xr'GWLA =•r 
$F7.1r' CH'r6Xr'DRZA ='rF10.1r' CM'r11Xr'N ='riJ) 
WRITEC6,20) 
20 FORHAT<1Xr/r' COHP, NR'r2Xr' LEVEL'rJXr'THETA'r4Xr'PR,HEAD'r3Xr 
c 
$' CONDUC'r4Xr'ROOT EXT'r2Xr'C,ROOT EXT'r2Xr'CUH.WATER'r10Xr 
$' FLUXES';10Xr'COHP. NR'r/r 
$13Xr'<CH)'rJXr'<VOL)'r5Xr'(CH)'r5Xr'<CH/DAY>'r4Xr'(1/DAY)'rSXr 
$' <CH)',6X,'CCH)',13Xr'CCH/DAY)'r/) 
IFCN,EO,NCSl 00 TO 26 
N1=Nt1 
















50 FORHATC/,1H •'******************************* SOIL HOlSTURE CONTEN 
$T PROFILE AT TIME :'rF6,0r' DAYS *******************************') 
WR ITE C 6, 60) 
60 FORHAT(1Xr' LEVEL THETA'r1Xr',O'r7Xr'0,1'r7Xr'0,2'r7Xr'O,J'r7Xr 
$'0•4'r7Xr'0,5'r7Xr'0,6'r7Xr'Oe7'r7Xr'O,S'r7Xr'0,9'r7Xr 1·1,') 
WRITEC6,70) 















































































DO 80 J=1rNCS 
IY=WC(J)*100.0t0,5 
I1=SWCA(J)*100,t,5 
























C********* SlORAGE OF THE OUTPUT DATA AT THE END llF THE DAY ************ 




















C************** PRINTING OF THE OUTPUT DATA *************************** 
IF<T,LT,TEND) GO TO 300 
WRITE!6r200) 
200 FORHAT<1H1,35Xr'******** TERHS OF THE WATER BALANCE ********'•//r 
$1Xr'TIHE'r5Xr'CINFILT'r5Xr'TRANSP 'r5Xr'CTRANSP'r5Xr'SEVAP'r4Xr 
S' CSEVAP 'r2Xr' CFLXBOTP'r3Xr' CFLXBOTN 'r4Xr'VOL-VQLI'r 
S4Xr'GROUNDW,LEV'r5Xr'TIHE'r/r13Xr'CM'r7Xr'CM/DAY'r8Xr'CM'r8Xr 
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